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HIS is but a simple little book brought forth
by the efforts of the staff elected by the
Senior Class. It is indicative that another
year has joined its shadowy fellows in the
wide and voiceless desert of the past, where from the
eternal hour glass forever falls the sands of time.
It

is

done into print that we may preserve in remem ...

brance the happy associations of our youth and of our
Alma Mater.
For all generous minds that have been young there is
a radiance of lovliness that nothing can ever obscure over
the student days of long ago. f'.-emembrance hallows
them; all their hardships are forgotten; through the mists
of time they glimmer in unsullied beauty, coming back
with their vanished comrades, to hopes that have since
withered, to dreams that are dead and gone; and the
heart thrills to remember, and for a .moment the glory of
the morning streams over all the world.
THE EDITOR.
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~nn in neither master of hta lifl' nor of
qin fate. 1/1' ran but otfl'r to hta fellmumen hta rffnrta to llimininq human nutfl'ring; 1)1'ran but otfl'r to hta ~oll qin iu1l0mitnbl1' fnitq in tl)l' grmnth of qumnnity.
&0 UlW urhn no unnl'lfinqly otfl'rl'll tn ua
tql'nl' fruita nf I)in mont earnest U)ougl)t
anh effort. to nne nrhn maa Irraue in pl'ril.
ronstant in trthulattnn, tl'mpl'rntl' in mrnU).
anh in nil rbnngl'n nf fortune, nUll lubo
llolun to tbl' gntl'n of 11l'ntbniaa loynl nnll
Ioutng, thta iIlook in nffl'rtionnt1'ly 11l'llirntl'll

BEN E. TODD

6

lin ~.rmoriatn
"His soul to hint who gave it 'rose,
Cod lead it to its lonq repose,
J is qlorions rest,'
And though this teacher's SU1I has set,
its light shall linger 'round us vet,
Briglit! Radiallt! Blest!"

Ben Todd is dead.
Be who was the throbbing heart of our Law School life-whose
force and restless energy permeated to every institutional
function-has
.\t the very summit of his usefulness
strength, he left all he held most clear.

dynamic
gone .

and in the high noon of life and

We miss him in 110 perfunctory way. "His loss is real and those who learned
:rolll him the way of the law will, in years to come, find his spirit and his teaching
a very present help in the hour of legal trials and tribulations.
He was a great
teacher.
It would be idle to 'vainly regret or bemoan his passing.
Rather do we
dwell in pleasant remembrances of his kindly interest in school and student body
-c-his untiring labors in our behalf.
His place in the school will be filled as time goes on, for every great need
produces a man to fill the need. But in the hearts of those students who knew
and loved him well-there
never was and never can be another Ben Todd.
He was a good and kindly man.
best teacher and our best friend.

He was our teacher

and our friencl-our

JUDGE JOUN

7

H,

POLLOCK.

1J1nrulty
HON. OLIVER H. DEAN,
(Of Warner, Dean, Mcl.eod & Langworthy, Scan-itt Bldg.)
President and Lecturer on the Law o l Corporations and Constitutional

Law.

HON. SANFORD
B. L'ADD,
(Of Gage, Ladd & Small, New York Life Bldg.)
Lecturer on Real Property.
HON.
(Of Ingraham,

Lecturer

R. J. INGRAHAM,

Guthrie

& Durham,

Republic

on the Law of Municipal

Bldg.)

Corporations.

JUDGE WILLARD
P. HALL,
Court of jackson County at Independence,
(Formerly Judge of the Court of Appeals of Missouri.)
Lecturer on Extraordinary
Remedies.

(J udge of the Circuit

JUDGE ROBERT
B. MIDDLEBROOK,
(Of Hatch & Middlebrook, Hall Bldg.)
(Formerly Judge of the Circuit Court of Jackson
Lecturer on Kent's Commentaries.
(Judge

~'Io.)

County.)

JUDGE THOMAS].
SEEHORN,
of the Circuit Court of Jackson County.)
Lecturer on Evidence.
HON. M. A. FYKE,
(0£ Fyke & Snider, Sharp Bldg.)
Lecturer on Insurance.

JUDGE JAMES :VI. JOHNSON,
Judge of the Court of Appeals, Grand Ave. Temple Bldg.)
Lecturer on Blackstone's Commentaries,
Code Pleading,
Equity Jurisprudence
and Pleading and Practice under the Missouri Statutes.
(Formerly

lOON. A. 1.. COOPER,
(Of Hadley, Cooper & Neel, Commerce Bldg.)
Lecturer on Common Law Pleading.
I-ION. JOHN I. WILLIAMSON,
(Of Williamson, Pew -& Harris, Scarritt
Lecturer on Agency.
(Of Lathrop,

Bldg.)

I-ION. THO?dAS H. REYNOLDS.
1\101-row, Fox & Moore, First National
Lecturer on Bankruptcy.

Bank Bldg.)

HON. W1LLlA,:VI P. BORLAND,
(Member of Congress, Washington, D. C.)
Lecturer on Conn-acts and Wills.
HON.

Dean and Lecturer

Secretary

EDWARD
D. ELLISON,
(Commerce Bldg.)
on Negotiable Jnstrumeuts and Statutory

Rights and Remedies.

lOON. ELMER N. POWELL,
(Of Powell, Powell & Kurtz, New York Life Bldg.)
and Treasurer and Lecturer on Domestic Relations and Partnership.
HENRY L. JOST,
(Scarritt Bldg.)
on Criminal Law and Procedure.

HON.
Lecturer

MR. JOHN 11. PEW,
(Of Williamson, Pew & Harris, Scarritt
Lecturer on Torts.
8

Bldg.)

]Iarultg - Qlulltillll'~
1IR. THOl-IAS
L. HEALY,
(Commerce Bldg.)
Registrar and Assistant Instructor.
1VIR.JOH),f D. GAGE,
(Of Watson, Gage & Watson, Grand Ave. Temple Bldg.)
Lecturer on Sales, Bailments and Carriers.
lOON. FR.'ANK C. WILKINSON,
(Of Wilkinson & Wilkinson, Commerce Bldg.)
Assistant Instructor.
illR. WILLlA}1
E. BYERS,
(Of Warner, Dean, Mcl.eod & J.....
angworthy, Scan-itt Bldg.)
Assistant -Lnstructor.
MR. S. O. HARGUS,
(Assistant U. S. District Attorney, Government Bldg.)
-Assistant Instructor.
MR. A. P LEACY,
(New York Life Building)
Assistant Instructor.
MR. DAVID P. DABBS,
(\Vith Wilkinson & Wilkinson, Commerce Bldg.)
Assistant] nstructor.
CA'LEB S. MONROE,
(Of Gage, Ladd & Small, New York Life Bldg.)
Assistant Tnstructor.

l'p'rial j£,rturrrH
JUDGE JOHN F. PHILIPS,
(Formerly U. S. District Judge, R. A. Long Bldg.)
"The Judiciary Clause of the Federal Constitution and Pleading and Practice
Federal Courts."
JUDGE SHBPARD
BARCLAY,
(Of Barclay, Orthwein & Wallace, St. Louis, Mo.)
(Formerly Chief Justice o l the Supreme Court of Missouri.)
"Trade Marks and Unfair Competition."
jUDGI~ E. E. PORTERFIELD,
(Judge of the Circuit Court of Jackson Connty.)
"J uvenile Courts."
JUDGE llALPll
S. LATSHAW,
(Judge of the Criminal Court of Jackson Couruy.)
"Criminal Evidence."
JUDGE JOSEPH
A. GUTHRI E,
(Formerly Judge of the Circuit Court of Jackson County.)
"Legal Ethics."
JUDGE).
E. GUINOTTE,
(Judge of the Probate Court of Jackson Countv.)
"Probate Practice and Procedure."
HON. WALLACE
W. GREENE,
(State Senator, 610 Dwight Bldg.)
"How Our Laws are Xlade.'
EDWARD B. SKINNER,
M. D..
"Medicoleg-al Aspect of the Roentgen Ray."

in the

Several changes have been made in the Faculty on account of the death of Mr. Todd,
and by reason of some of our lecturers and instructors joining the army and leaving the city:
Judge Walter A. Powell has left the city.
Mr. Jay IVI. Lee is now a Captain in the army.
Mr. John G. Hutton is now a First Lieutenant at Camp Funston, Kansas.
William J. Bland is a Major at Camp Funston, Kansas.
Judge James M. Johnson, formerly Judge of the Court of Appeals, in addition to his
course in Equity Jurisprudence,
is now the lecturer on Blackstone's Commentaries,
Code
Pleading and Pleading and Practice under the ::'IIi ssouri Statutes.
Bon. Henry L. Iosr is the lecturer on Criminal Law and Procedure.
Mr. John B. Gage, in addition to his work as Assistant Instructor, is now lecturer on
the subject of Sales, Bailments and Carriers.
Mr. Thomas L. Healy, a former graduate of this School, is now the Registrar and
Assistant Instructor.
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HON. OLIVER H. DEAN

10

HON. EDWARD

11

D. ELLISON

HON.

SANDFORDB.

12

LADD

_.

HON.

R. J. INGRAHAM

13

......
1

CONGRESSMAN

WM.

14

P. BORLAND

JUDGE WILLARD

15

P. HALL

JUDGE ROBERT B. MIDDLEBROOK

J6

JUDGE THOMAS

17

?

J. SEEHORN

HON. M. A. FYKE

18

JUDGE JAMES

M. JOHNSON

19

SENATOR

A. L. COOPER

20

HON. JOHN

I. WILLiAMSON

2l

HON.

THOS.

H. REYNOLDS

22

HaN. JOHN B. PEW

23

MR .. THOMAS

24

L. HEALY

•

MR. CALEB S. MONROE

25

•

MR. JOHN

26

B. GAGE

HON. FRANK C. WILKINSON

27

MR. WILLIAM

28

E. BYERS

MR. SAMUEL O. HARGUS

29

MR. DAVID

P. DABBS

30

MR. A

P. LEACY

31

1J1arulty ~trutrt1J11ag

*

Major Wm.

J. Bland

*

Capt. Jay M. Lee

*

Lieut. John G. Hulton
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LT. JOHN G. HUTTON
In The Service

33

CAPT. JAY M. LEE
In The Service

34

MAJOR WM.

J. BLAND

In The Service

35

(@rgautzattnu
The Kansas City School of Law was incorporated in 1895, under the laws of
the State of Missouri.
The original incorporators
were:

M:.

JUDGE FRANCIS

H.

BLACK

HON.

OLIVER

DEAN

I-IoN.

SANFORD

B.

L\DD

JUDGE

EDWARD
EDWARD

L.
H.

SCARRlTT

J VDGE

STILES

HON.

R. J. INGRAHAM

HON.

JAMES H.

HARKLESS

MR. JOHN W. SNYDER
MR. ELMER N. POWELL
HON. EDWARD

D.

HON. WILLIAM

The

present

officers

1-I.

HON.

OLIVER

HON.

SANFORD

HON.

R.

J.

WILLIAM

HON.

EDWARD

HON.

ELMER

THOMAS

School

_

President

.Vice-Presuient

LADD

Vice-President
Vice-President

.. __

P. BORLAND, M.
D. ELLISON...........
N. POWELL

L.

are as follows:

DEAN

B.

INGR ..\ I-IAM

HON.

MR.

of the Law

ELLISON

P. BOHLAND, M. C.

c.
__

HE.'\LY....

•
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Dean
Secretary-Treasurer
.
Registrar

EDITORIAL

RUSSELL
MISS

H.

TLERA

PRAY
FARROW

TIlGS.
JOHN

ALDEN

RA y L.

~~~~~~~~~
~~~
~~~~~
~~~Edito r-in-C hie f

__

A. iVIAGEE
R. BRANDOwL.

CALVIN

'TOWERS

SHUBERT

STAFF

_

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Literary
Editor

.

_

~~~~Local Editor

.
__

_

..
__
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
..Art Editor
__ .Bnsinoss
Manager
Aduertisinq

M Qllager

~rniur
J.

GUN

Janllrx

BIGCS

PAUL

31uniur Janllrx
VV. H.
L. R.

Q1ummittrr

BEN [rAM,

BINDL.I;Y

Q1ummittrr
Clunrnuni

G. A.

HUNT

E.

MILTON

1J!rr.l1qman JanllrX Q1ummittrr
B. S.

H. E.

GILUS
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FREDMAN
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..

OFFICERS

Fi rst Semester
PATRICK

J.

GUN

C\RR

.

.

KIN:\lEY

GEO.

GJLBERT
DUVAL

.

_

BlGGS..
__

CLEVJDENCE
STROTHER

.

_.__
.. _

President
Vice-President
...
Secretory
.
Treasurer
Serqeant-at-Arms

OFFICERS

Second Semester
JUDGE J"O.

H.

Tnos. H.

FINIGAK

GILBERT
GEORGE

LeE

POLLOCK

CLEVIDENCE

H.

SEELIG

.............

Glf_BERT
.

__

...................

4l

_

....... President
............ Vice-President
_ .5ecrctarv
Treasurer
_S e rg ea11t-a t- A nIl S

ANTHONY,

PHILIP

EDMOND ... Kansas

City, "\1[0.

BrGGs, JOHN OUN._.
.. Rocky Comfort,
BINIlLEY, PAUL ERSKINL
Belleview,
~R!'DY, CHA'RLl~S \'VILBUR, JR .. Independence,
BROWNING, LINZA CARROLL
Craig,
BRANDOM, THOMAS "VrARTIK, JR .. Carrollton,
J3UZARU, GoRDON AtNI)]H~W
... Gallatin,
BECKER, EDWARl) CHARLES ..

LAHINI~5,
PAUL :"IIOORE.. _
LANE, RALPH FrELD1N(:_.
LEVINE, \:,'fORRIS MANARD
LANE, R);:cJ·: MERI':DITH

Mo.
Ky.
Mo.
Mo.
Mo.
Mo.

lVIACUJRr::, JOHN ANDREW __Kansas
City, Kans.
MCCART, CHARLES BnADY.
Richmond.
:'ITo.
MAGI·:I·:, CALVI N As'rn UR
Kansas
City. Mo.
MOFFETT, GEORGI~ GILBI:RT
.... Moberly,
Mo.
NELSO.:-l, Roy VICroR
Arkentine,
Kans.

CARR, PATRICK
. Kansas
City, Mo.
CASHEN, JA~IES LAWRE.NCE.
Kansas
City, Mo.
CLEVIDENCE, GILBERT HOWARIl.Kansas
City, 1\10.
COLYER, JAMES D ._.. _
Merr-iam, Kans.

O ..\Y.

GUY

S~:ICEL._.

.

O'DoNNELL,
GEORGE \,yILLlA~r .. Logansport,
OSHORN, JOEL EARL_
_ .... Kansas
City,

Lansing, Kans.

POLLOCK, JOHN HI~NDERSON ... Kansas
PRAY, RUSSELL HONORE.
Kansas

...-PARROW, MIss
TIER!\
Kansas
City, Mo.
FINIGAN, THOMAS HENRY
Kansas
City, Kans.
f.'LORA, CLAl'DE. B ... .
...Kansas
City, Kans.
GLYNN, JOHN JOSFWH, JR
~RACE, ANDREW JAIIII':S
GUINOTTE, "VILL STARK
GILI1ERT, GEORCE 'HUTlERT

Kansas
.Kansas
Kansas
Kansas

ROBERDS, GARTIELD ARTI-IUR ...
Rm;ERS, JOSEPH A USTI N
.San

CitY,lVIo.
City. :,ro.
City, Mo.
City, Mo.

JESSE

CARL

Kearney,

.l nd.
Kans.

City, rdo.
City, Mo.

Olathe.
Antonio,

Kans.
Tex.

SAM UELS. TSAOORI,
Parkville,
)/10.
SHUBl~RT, Roy LoRN
.. _._ Kansas
City. :'\110.
SEELIG, LEE DJ!I1ANL
Kansas
City. Mo.
S-rF:OTHER, DUVAL P_.
Kansas
City. Mo.
STI,CKLlNG, LLOYD lrFHMl\N
Kansas
City.Jvlo.
SHORE, SILVER BUCK!.A N)) Kansas
City, Kans.

J-I!\RRINGTON, RAYMOND S ...__Kansas
City, Kans.
HEARSH. DAVID
Jersey
City, N. J.
HENDRICKSON, NOBLE EARL
Omaha.
Neb.
HERROD, HARRY __.
Webb CitY,1'vTo,
HOLLAND, JAMES RAYMOND
Flume, Mo.
l-IUTCHINGS, JOHN ALONzo __.Kansas Cit)" 1\IIo.
JAMES,

Keystone,
W. Va.
Kansas
CitY,lv[o.
Kansas
City, Kans.
Kansas
City, Mo.

TOWERS, JOHN ALDEN
Kansas
City, Mo.
TURN~~Y, 'vVILUAIIl FRANKLlN
__Eureka.
Kans.
THOIIIAS, GLl~!',"l\: AUTLFIGH
Halstead,
Kans.

Mo.

VO:;AN,

Leo

.Kansas

City. Mo.

.. .c.Ivondale,
__Leavenworth,

Vol. Va.

JZl~NNEY,

r'fHOMAS TURNBULL.Kansas
City, Mo.
KINNEY, GEOR(,E HERTlr·:RT .... Kansas
City, Mo.
FIRIW, MIss HARRIETT P ... __Kansas
City, Kans.

\NAGNER. C"I<L GEORGE..
THf)~lAS

'vVAT'SON,
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Kans.

PHIUP
ED:\IOND
ANTclONY
- His
l-lobby : That lady lawyer.
J. OLIN BlGGS-Scnior
tee.

His hobby

is his

Pcnde.v Commitfaithfulness.

PAUL BJNDLEY-Phi
Alpha Delta. Glee
Club; Treasurer Freshman Class; Chairman 1918 Prom. Committee;
Chairman
1918

Banquet

Music

Committee

.

.His

ll obby : Music and H. P. K.

•
GORDON ANDREW
BUZZARD listed in aviation : waiting for call.
Hobby;

Buzzards

are

good

EnHis

fliers.

I;DWARD
c. BECKER - University of
"Hard Knocks" (he dodges the knocks) ;
Glee Club-a
ver-y evident member; Debating-always.
His Hobby:
Deleted by
censor.

PATRICK
CARR-A.
B. Dublin University; President Senior Class, First Semester.

cises.
43

Speaker

at Commencement

His Hobby:

Scholarship.

exer-

CHARLES
W. BRADY, JR.-Phi
Alpha
Delta. His Hobby:
"Semper Paratus."
L C. BROWNING
- Barrett's
College,
Falls City, Neb. Speaker at Commencement exercises.
His Hobby:
Politics.
T. :'-,1. BRAN DOM, JR. 11abby: Doing nothing.

Senior.

His

JOT-TN LAWRENCE
CASHEN - Delta
Theta Phi. His Hobby:
General disturbance in that southeast corner.
GILBERT H. CLEVIDENCE-Phi
Alpha
Delta. His Hobby: Taking life too seriously.
JA::\11ES DANIEL
COLYER-University
of Chicago. Phi Alpha 'Delta; President
J unior Class. }lis nobby: "}']y wi fe."
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GUY S. DAY----J]\']
ember of Glee Club. His
Hobby: Getting located.
HElM FARROW-L.
L. B., K. C. S. L.;
Literary Editor Pande:v; V. Pres. Women's K, C. Bar Asso.
Her Hobby:
Women's rights (and wrongs),
TI-IO"AS H. FINIGAN-Glee
Club; o-.
bating Club President. His I-lobby: Off
"gain, on again, Finigan.

CLAUD
lege,

B. FLORA-Kansas
State ColHis Hobby: His name.
JOHN J. GLYNN-.l-lis
time Ior school.

Hobby:

Being on

G. lIUBERT
GILBERT Keeping out of sight.

45

His

Hobby:

RAV:\JOND STEPHEN
TlARRl:--JGTON
-Field
Clerk 451 Bat. A. E. F., France.
Hobby:
Shorthand.
DA VID HEARSI-I-His
l-lobby : Hearsh,
not Hearse; I am not a dead one.
NOBLE EARL l-IE~DRJCKSO~-ln
service April Sth. His Houby :
a "tash'

the
Raising

HARRY HERROD - Kansas University;
Delta Theta
Phi;
made Zd Lieut. at
Camp Sheridan;
now with A. E. F. in
France.
One of whom we are all proud.

J.

RAY~WND HOLLAND-Iii,

Hobby,

[ lolland, like Germany, is a clammed,
low, lying country.
JESSE CARL JAI'dES-Now
enlisted in
Navy and at Great Lakes Training Station. His Hobby:
Wild women.

46

T1105. F. KEN~EY-His
ment.

lJobby : ArguH,ARRI ETT IORBY - Sorority;
Kappa
Beta Pi.
Her Hobby: Fraternity
pins
and correct recitations.
PArUL IVIOORE LA HINES-Kansas
University.
His Bobby:
That inevitable
Home Hun cig-arette.

Rfll.P11 1'1ELDING LANE-fl.

B. WIl-

liam Jewell College; Phi Alpha Delta; enlisted Aviation R. E. Cadet, March 10,
1918; now at Champaign, lIl., Flying
Field. His Hobby: Was not studying.
:\IORRIS ?vI. LEVIN-His
sas law.

Hobby:

Kan-

CHARLES
B. McCART-William
Jewell
College; Delta Theta Phi. In the service. His Hobby:
Playing rags on the
piano and displaying ready wit.
47

CALVlN A. :\lAGEE-Phi
Alpha Delta;
Local Editor Ptu.dcv (and there are no
locals).
His Hobby:
Working on Liberty Bonds.
GEORGE GILBERT
MOF[,ETT-A.
B.
Univ. of Missouri ; Phi Alpha Delta; enlisted Aviation
R. F. Cadet; now at
Champaign,
rn, Flying Field. His
Hobby: His smile.
ROY V. NELSON - Phi Alpha Delta;
junior
Class Treasurer.
His Hobby:
Banking in Kansas.
Enlisted in Navy
Xl ay 1. Now at Great Lakes Training
Station.

GEO. VV. O'DONNELL-Pittsburg
Normal. His Hobby:
The Irish.
JUDGE JOI-IN E. POLLOCr< - :I.Jinncsota U.; Phi Alpha Delta; V. Pres.
Freshman Class; Pres. Senior Class. His
Hobby:
Making nation, state and city
safe for Democrats.
RUSSELL
HONORE
PRAY - Literary,
Ohio State University;
Law, University
of Michigan; Phi Alpha Delta; Editorin-chief of the Pcnde«. His Hobby: His
law finn.
48

JUDGE G. H. ROBERDS-His
Hobby:
His Probate Court.
ISADORE
SAMUELS-A.
B. Pack College, '12: Law School, Columbia University, K. Y. His Hobby: Studying.
RAY F. SHUBERT - Phi
His Hobby: The theater.

LEE

D. SEELIG-Tn

Hobby:

Applause

the service.
when

others

LLOYD
Hobby:

Alpha

Delta.

Hobby:

Not

His

recite.

HERMAN

STECKLING

- His

His violin.

SILVER
B. SHORE-His
German, but Sterling.

49

JOFlN ALDEN TOWERS-Jll'1issouri University;
Phi Alpha Delta;
Chairman
Washingten Birthday Banquet; Business
Manager Pandev, His Hobby: My wife.
W~1.
FRANKLIN
TURNEY - His
Hobby: ]f his first initial were only "A."
GLENN
A. THOMAS
Equity-clean
hands.

LEO VOGAN-In
the service. }-lis Hobby:
Vogan is the slogan.
CARL G WAGNER-His
Hobby: Don't
prOn0t111C~it like a V, any more, please.
THO:lIAS
WATSON-His
mall War's son Watson.
JOHN
law.

ANDREW).
GRACE-His
er of House,
JOEL E, OSBORNE, JR,
WM,
S. GUINOTTE
- His Hobby:
';Sleep."

A. ~j"GUIRE-His

Hobby:

The

50

-

His

Hobby:

Hobby : . Old

Hobby: Speak-

FIRST SE~lESTER
I

EDMUND

A.

CHET

Loursr;

M.

FIELD...

KE1"ES

NL\y

. • ..

. .....

,..

. ....

Vice-Pres.

.........•.......................

BYERS...

..•...

Pres.

. . Sec)! .

.• . . •••.•...

. Treas .
DO::-J

\N.

NOAKES

. . Critic

........•.........•...•.•...

SECOND SEMESTER
GUY

VV.

H.

DONALD

A~~.\
]OHK

1. B.

LATSH.\\\'.

C.\MPBELL.

F.

ROBERT

Pres.

RUNION ............................•.......

BARJ\'ES

H.

• • ••.•.....•.

. ....

. ....•...•.•.•.•..•....

.......•.•.•....•...••......•.....

AUSTIN .....••....••.....................

. .....

Vice-Pres.
, ..

Secy.
Trees.
Critic

Scnjeont-ot-Anus

SMITH ...........••..•.•...•...•...

5J
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3Juutnr Q1Inaa
AUSTIN, ROBl:w[
BARNES,

JOHN

BEKHAM,

HERNDON

TALUI.-\N

\V1LLJ.\~t

BOOKER, H.

E.

BOULWARF.

NOEL

BRL;NER.

S.Ul

..

JAMES...

L,\)IIII

Warrensburg,

Moberly,

S,

LI':A\'Y,

\10.

\VILLJ.\111

::\/0.
1110.

HEKRY

1\·lANDEL,

SAMPSON.
CONRAD,

ESTES)

R.

LAWREKCE

El)11lUNO Xl .

FIELD,

FINCKE,

CARL

FOGA}{TY,

\,V1LLLHl

PREIlERICKS,

1(a115a5

.

Kansas

.

Kansas City, 1\1'0.
. Rosedale, Kans.

\VJLLI_\~r.

BE1U..,- ..vnu.Kansas

.:\l,.\RSHALL

City, '\10.
City, Mo.

A ...

Kansas

HUGH

?I[ILTOK,

GILlH:ln

A

NOAKI:S,

DON

J A,\I

City,

RO:-:ERS,

A.

RONEY,

]O"HN

GASEELL,

JES~E

JAIIIES

HALBE,

LESLIE

VlINFIEI..D

HILL)

JOHN

\VALTER.

TTUKT, LEI, ROlllAIN
HUNT)

JOHN

J/lIIII':S)

VV~\LTER,

E~lORY.
JR

KESSLER, JE.H1n· JOSEPH
KETCHERSIO, JOlfN LyNN
KI':YES,

Kn.L\N,

CRET

ALVAH

KARL WALTER.

.

Kansas City, ,\10.
Kansas City, 1Jo.
. .Eudora,
Kans.
Kansas City, 1110.
.Kansas
City, ::\[0.
Kansas

JI{.

RUSSI~LL

1\1[0.

Kansas
Kansas

City, ..\10.
City, ::\10.

.Fndependence.
Pittsburg,

Kansas

JR

City, Mo.

Denver,

HOWARD

Mo.
Kans.

Colo.

City, Kans .
SKINNER, Mus. LoTTII': E
City, Kans .
S,\lITH.
111.-\ BL'RNErT
__Gate,
Okla.
STANLEY.
WILLI/1M
Roy
Kansas
City, Mo.
STEELE,
DONGOL,\
DEL
NORTI·.Kansas
City, Xlo.

. . . Kansas

B. C

H.,\LLlllURTON,

'.
__.••

\VJLLJAMS

SANr;~:Rs, Er;nERT E.,

... . Mansfield, Mo.
City, ::\10.

ROBERT.
JOH.:.I.

TTEI\"HY

H.\ll\"l-:Y,

GUY

SENIOR,

1\'JO.

SER\"IS)

GILLIS,

ES

City,

City, Kans.
.Kansas City, Mo.
Kal1S<lSCity, 1\10.
Kansas
City, .\10.
Kansas City, Kans.
Kansas
City, ..\10.

WORDEN

STANLEY.

..\.10.

Kans.

Kansas

..

JR

ROIlEJ<T

Rl;NJON,

City, Kans.

Kansas

PATRICK

?I'lILU:R,

. . . Kansas City, ;\10.

EDW.-\RD ]OH.'\'

Lyndon,

GI-:OHGE TRIIlIRLE

\[CTT,\LE,

.\f"n.

1Jo.

Independence,

LI·:STI-:R

SHEPHI:RD

LEFVLER,

LONe;,

Kansas
City, Kans.
l-l1·:lll3l'RT.Kansas City, ..\10.

GEORGE .....

DON:\LD

PARSONS.
EISI·:N!IIAN.

FRED

LATSlll\\\',

",\1'0.

City, Mo.
City, 1\10.

Kansas City,

. ..

J.

LEO

Kansas City,
Kansas City,

.joplin, ".\ro.
Kansas City, :\10.

1\1". .•

HEN"Y

City, '\10.

Kansas
Kansas

"\1.-\Y

ANNA

CHARLES

DrTKER)

..

NELLa

\IISS

(L£ETON,

HARRY

BROOKS

BYERS, !I] ISS LOUISE

CLARK,

....

.

SYIX\N

CUtrUELL,

Kansas

...

CH£\RLES

CALVIN

..

Kansas
Kansas

STUAltT. EUGENE
EM.\1 HT ... Kansas
City, Mo.
Sua :\1 ERS, ROSCOE CONKLJ NG. nan-isonville,
::\10.
SWARTZ, Ronru'r MALCOLM.
Kansas
City, Kans.

City, 1\ITo.

VENN,

City, ..\10.
Hope, Kans.
Mansfield, Ohio
.Knusas
City, \10.
Kansas

\V]Ll~l"" ..r

\"rALTERS,

ESKEL

OLIVER .....

\VALTKER.

l\IARION

',VJLLJ.-\1I1S,

BI·:N./..\MIN

Zillt !\lERMAN,
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STEWART ..

JOHN

DILLON

..

HENRY.
PHILLIP.

Kansas
Kansas
Kansas
Reel

Kansas

City,

Mo.

City, Xlo.
City, :.\10.
Cloud, Neb.
City, "\[0.

R. HERN"DO~ AUS:'f11N- Legal Porntasks: Glee Club; J L Pond ex Committee. His Hobby: First on the roll-the
onlyrA."
JOHN T. BARNES-Delta
Theta Phi.
}-\is Hobby: Seven up.
W. H. BE.NHA\I-Chairman
Jr. Pondex
Committee. His Hobby : His sincerity.

SYLVAN

N. BRUNER-His

Hobby,

The

LOUISE
M. BYERS - Wisconsin.
Her
Il obby : Law in its application to women.
AN"N A M. CAl\lPBELL Junior College, K. c., vto.:
Class. Her -Hobby : Laws
Freshman, Junior, Senior.
which.
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A. A. from
Secretary Jr.
for \v omen-sI don't care

SA}! JAA!ES CLEETO'l - Booker T.
Washington
College; ver-y active in all
unimportant rnatters. 11is Hobby: Smoking in J ndge Seehorn's court.
LEO J. DECKER-Debating
Club.
l-lis
Hobby: Just talking.
EDA1UND 1\1. Fl El.Dc--Enginccr
of Mining of Missouri; President Junior Class
1918. His Hobby: Digging post holes.

ARNOLD FREDERICKS-Vvbg.
Normal.
His Hobby: Girls that] know of.
LESLIE
WI'lF1ELD
sen-icc.

HALBE-ln

the

JOHN W. HILL-K.
U. (A. B. degree);
Legal Pomtask ; President Glee Club.
His Hobby: To be a lecturer at K. C.
Law School or a J. P.
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7

LEE R. HUNT ~ Legal Pomtasks; Glee
Club '17 and '18. Ilis Hobby: Fighting
for Old Glory. III the service.
W. JA:\IES, JR.~His

Hobby: History.
J, LYNN KETCHERS [D - Phi Alpha
Delta. His Hobby: Driving a Ford.

CHET ALVAH KEYES-Vest
Virginia
University; Delta Theta Phi; Art Editor
(Juniors);
Glee Club. His
Hobby:
"Briefing cases" of good judgment.
FRED GEORGE LANDIS-His
Hobhy:
The smile that won't come off.
wxr. L. LEAVY-Glee Club. His Hobby:
To keep fighting for a principle.
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•

•
GEORGE

T. LONG-His

lloLGy:

Smok-

in~ a pipe.

S.\:'1 PSON :.\1/\N DEL ,- J unior
Committee: Debating Club. His
Leading: insurrections.
CONRAD
Hobby:

R. H. i\HLLER-His

l Iobby : Just

Pcndrs:

Hobby:
:'181'2, JR.-Glee Club:
Singinp: his evidence.

His

any-

thing.

Uni, erPcwdex ;
His Hobby:

GILBERT
A . .\LlLTOK <-Kansas
sity; Benton; Junior Committee

Xlember Legal Porntasks.
Eat and grow thin.
DO~

w.

NOAKES-Delta

Theta Phi;

Legal Pam tasks : Debating.
His Hobby:
Holding himscl f out as a lawyer, tho not
admitted to the bar.
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b

J,A:\IIES H. PARSONS-Enlisted
in the
Navy. April 1, 1918; Phi Alpha Delta;
Glee Club, His Hobby: Reading lengthy
opinions. Sometimes T lie, Don't you?
A. STANLEY
ROGERS - Weaubleau
Christian College, His Hobby: Bee culture (but not getting stung),
GUY WM. RUN rON-Delta
Theta Phi;
Debating Team: President Junior Class,
1-1 is Hobby: 1'\'1 ixing (not drinks).

WILLIA1'I'T S. VENN-Phi
Alpha Delta
(Benson); Legal Pomtasks. His Hobby:
Don't want to give her name.
ROBT.
MALCOLM
SWARTZ - His
Hobby: That German name,
OLIVER NOLAK
am I?
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His

Hobby,

Who

�IRS. LOTTIE SKINNER-He"
Hobby:
Her domestic relations.
L B. Sl\fTTH-His Hobby: Telling others
how to spell his name.
ROY W,M. STANLEY-Debating.
Hobby: The Draft, 1\'0. 948.

EUGENE E. STUART-H;s

Hobby:

His

H;s-

tor}',

BERNARD
Delta.
EDWARD].
\Vork?

].

DALINE

-

ETSENMAN-His

Phi

Alpha

L. H.. ESTES-His

Hobby:

Blackstone.

JESSE
R. GASKELL - Missouri Slate
Normal; Oklahoma State Normal.
His
Hobby:
Grinding.

Hobby:

EGBERT B. SANDERS-Glee
Club; Debate 1917; Legal Pomsracks. His Hobby:

W. L. G1LLlS-Glee
Club. His Hobby:
Whatever his ambition happens to be.

H it the ball.
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FRESHMEN
ttft
<\-lE.T

A.K£'{£$

(!lIuas ®ffirl'fS
J,\1\1"::;

E.I\!cGUh;AN.

A.

GILLIS.

1I.

1.

W.M.

. ... .....

FRAY.,

C. CROUCH ..
Mvsr ;e .:\lAY SMITH

ALFRED

............

..

Second Term Officers-The

same.
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.
.....

.. l'rcsidvnt
.Vicr-Prcsidcnt
. , .. Treasurer
Porlunncntariaw
. ... Sccrctary

([1&1111

ALT~IAN,

FTUKK

Roy

ANDERSON,
B.\KER,

CLARK

B~;CK> \'VII_LIAl\!

SEAI~S.

....

.Kansas City,
•. Kansas
City,

.

AIlIBROSE."

CLYDE 0 .... North

BECKETT,

BENTON, SHUL~IAN
BOUNOUS,

LOREN

Bftowl\'.

ALPHA

BRUNSTETEll,

BUCHOLTZ,

Br:NJA

Kansas

NELSON

THOMAS

FREDRICK

BUTLER,

F...

ALBI~RT

Kxow LTON, ALBERT H

:\,10.

KNAI'HEIDI·:. JULlL;S E
J<.OCH, EDWIN OSCAH.

:\10.
?\'10.

Ohio.

R

1\[

GREGORY
l\l1N ARTHUR

City,

Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, Kans.
Kansas City, Mo.
.. Kansas City, 1\'10.

RUCHES
VIRGIL .. Kansas City, NIo.
J1\,\II;;S PATRiCK
Rosedale,
Kans.
C."'NTI':RBURY, .:'1'1155 lRI':NI':
Kansas
City, Mo.
CHOPLIN, JOHN DODSON
Kansas
City, 1\'10.
COLVJLLE. EUGf~NE \VIU.IA;\I .. Kansas
City, Mo.
CRAIG, CLIFTON.
. .. , . Kansas
City, :'\10.
CROUCH, ALFRED CLt\YTON .. Kansas
City, Kans.
CANNON,

ELLJS,

Coal
Creek,
Kansas
City,

J

CLAUDE EUGI·:NJ;;

Kansas

City,

FLANIJI-:RS, ROBI':RT O.
. . Independence,
FLANDERS. DOUGLASS A .... Independence,
FRA\'. VVILLIAII1 IRA.
.. .... yates,
FREllMt\N,
HAROLD E
Kansas
City,
FLOURNOY, \V. STONF
.Independence,

NI~LSON, GI':ORGI'; EDWIN
NICKELl., LESLIE ZERA
O'CONNOI':,

Colo.
Kans.

:VIa.
Mo.
:.\lo.
.:'110.
Mo.

City,

Mo.

Kansas
City,
Clinton,
. .St. Joseph,

Mo.

KEATL'\'G, EDW-'\R])
KNIP:\lEVEll,
CHARLI:S

\,VILLIA:-'I

Mo.

~·ilo.
Mo.

Iantha,

FRANKLIN

1\'.10.

1\110.
Iowa.
Kansas
City, Mo.
.... Chloe,
Mo.
Kansas
City, Mo.
Kansas
City, Mo.

Kansas

City,

West Side,

Mo.
Mo.
Mo.

SHI';SKI:-T, HARRY.
..Kansas
City, Mo.
SHACKELFORD, j e., Vi. H
Kansas
City, Mo.
Sn:RLI N::;, GEOR:":E EDWARD
Hardtner,
Kans.
STLeKEL, W. E.
" .. Kansas City, Kans.
S:-'IITH, MILTON PATRICK
Kansas
City, ::VIa.
S;\IITH, .:'I11ss MYRTLE 1\IAY
Chicago,
Ill.

HARD.-\WAY, ELLIS Nu·:L.
Salem,
Ark.
HARRISON, POOLE
Kansas
City, Kans.
HAYDEN, SAIIIUI';L C.
. .. Kansas
City, .:'1/10.
HAYWARD, HARRV
Kansas
City,
Kans.
HE.Ji\f, FRANCIS ASH.
.
Kansas
City, :,\110.
HICE, 1VrlSS IANl\" ...,
Kansas
City, 110.
}lOFl\'IAN. WALTr:R
Kansas
City, Mo.
HA~f, 'ROSCOE CONKLING
Kansas
City, Mo.
HOWE. FRAK K RUSSE'LL
Kansas
City, ..\10.
HUFF, Roy .McKINLEY .. Eldorado
Springs,
Mo.
Kansas

JOHN

RAMSEY, JR., J. WATSON
Independence,
REDDING, PAUL F.
.. Willow
Springs,
RICHMOND,
\VILLIA:\( VILAS.
. ... Paris,

GArI';S, Ol-WIN I-1ENRY
Kansas
City, .:'\'10.
GillSON, PH ILl P CHARLES .. Kansas
City, Kans.
GH;nNI~R. RAYl\lONll :MILTON .. Kansas
City, .:'110.
Cn.t.rs. ALBI'RT HENr~y .... Kansas
City, Kans.
GILLIS, Br;RNt\lW STEPHEN
Marceline,
Mo.

I:-TCRAHAM, LEE GUTHRIE

City,
City,

Kansas
City, Kans.
Kansas'
City, Mo.

PAULEY, FRED JEFFERSON
PETI;;RS, JACOB HI·;l\RY
PHELPS, EUGENE
PHILLIPS,
VIVIAN ERIC. ~
PRICE, \,VILLlAIII DOUGLASS
PURCELL, JAJ\IES MICHAEL

Mo.

j,\CKSON, :\.IJ-;RRILL .:'I,r
JONES, GARLAND
JOHNSON, JOlIN lV1ILTO'N.

.

Kansas
. Kansas

:\lcCARTHY,
CLAIH;NCE M .. Kansas City, Kans.
.:'IfcFARLANIl, JR., J. B ..... Bowling
Green,
1\'10.
l\Je'GuIGAK,
JA,\l1-:5 EUGENE .. Kansas
City, Mo.
.:'I:lcNAMARA, J. FRANCiS
Kansas
City, Mo.
MASTI':]{S, HAROLD
Kansas City, 1\'10.
.:'I,!EAnl':, HENRY E.
.
Kansas
City, Kans.
:\!ICHALUPOliLOS,
D. G
Kansas
City, Mo.
:\1 OClR I:, RAnloNu
VVM
Independence,
1\110.
l\]CRSI':. ALVA RA\'110Nll,
Kansas
City, 1\110.
~lUSIL, JOHN WiLLIAMS
Blue Rapids,
Kans.

1\[0.

CALLAGHAN,

DENARDO, DO,\IENIC
Ole GHYUJER, H. J.

'. Independence,

LATTl\ER, EDGAR DAVID ....
Kansas
City, ],/.10.
LEPJCK, TILFORD ANTHONY, .. Kansas
City, 1\110.
LEWIS, BURT DABIEL
Kansas
City, Mo.
LONG, Xltss SIMPSON
.:'IL\Y
Odessa,
Mo.
LYNN". JOSEPH.
. .Londonderry, Ireland,

Maries, 1\!0.
HI:~NR\'
Xlonet, 1\'1:0.
F
Kansas City, Kans.
.
Beloit, Kans.

PHIl-ElIIAI\T

BREWER,

Baltimore,

1'.'10.

LEF:

BR01·;RKI~N. BERNARD

BUFFE,

Kansas City,
Kansas City,

GIRARD •...
;\lALCOL~I

moll

SIIIOOT, BAALIS KY~;El<
SNELL, j n., FRANK LJNN
SliR::;UINE,

Kansas
Kansas

EDWARD JI'J"n:RsoN..

TEDROW, JOSEPH
TRCE, HARRY.

HECKER
.

City,
City,
. .. Ava,

Kansas
Kansas

City,
City,

Mo.
Mo.
Mo.

Mo.
Mo.

\VAGNf;R, JA~J ES ALVIN
Horton,
Kans.
\iVALSH. THOS. ERNEST
Kansas
City, Kans.
\VATSON, :\1ISS L. E.
.
Kansas
City, Mo.
WAXMAN,BAROLD
Kansas
City, Mo.
\,VEESE, HOMER.
.
Salina,
Kans.
\VIsr.
HAllRY Kavrs
Brookfield,
Mo.
\'VILLlA!lIS, BRYAN H
Kansas
City, Kans.
\VILLlA,\IS,
GI·;o]{:;r: EARL
Kansas
City, Mo.

Mo.
Mo.

Fulton,
Kans.
Corder,
:\'10.
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L: F. BREWER-His

Hobby:
A.

Rarin' to go.

C. CROUCH-Nebraska
Class Parliamentarian.

e. u:'

Debate;

Junior
"K.

H is Hobby:

WILUA.:\[
College.

1. FRAY - Missouri Valley
His Hobby: A different view.

H. E. FRED":\tfAN - Pandex Committee.
His Hobby: Loyalty and hard work.
A. H. GTLLIS-Vice-President
of Class.
His Hobby: "Boys, I'm busy."
BERNARD S. GILLIS-B.
S.; Phi Alpha
Delta;
Pandes
Freshman
Representative; Member of Glee Club. His Hobby:
Learning to labor and to love.
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HARRY K. \\-EST - Phi Alpha Delta;
Member Debating Team; Nebraska Dehate
Constitutional
Committee.
His
Habby: Social notices.
CONKLING
HAM His
ROSCOE
"The Ham what am."
Hobby:
CH.~S.
W. KNIP11 EYER-Phi
Alpha
Delta. His Hobby:
.vl y wife wont let
me.

ED\\Tt\ O. hOell-Kansas
His Hobby:
Acting cute.

University.

DAVID
LATT:-IER
His
Hobby: l le don't have to prove it; he
admits it.
:vI. 11cCARTH ¥-Phi
Hobby: ,. H er.'

EDGAR

c.
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Alpha Delta. His

r.

I3. ),TcFARLAND-Pike
College, Bowling Green, 1\10. His Hobby: Nothing impossible (he proves it).
H ENR Y E. :'1 EADE-His
explains-c-give Meade.
A.

Hobby:

Chi

R. 1IORSE - University Preparatory
School of Oklahoma. His Hobby: The
Oil Code.

LESLIE Z. NICKELL-Phi
Alpha Delta.
His Hobby: Business after pleasure.
JOHN F. O'CON)l"OR-Freshman.
His
Hobby: Hunting alibis.
J AMES PURCELL ~ Phi Alpha
His Hobby:
"Pinch in Women"
uty U. S. Marshal).
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Delta.
(Dep-

HARR Y SHESKIN
(High).

- His Hobby:

Life

W. E. STTCKEL~His

Hobby:

"His

pipe."

MILTON
PATRICK
S:lITTH Hobby: Wearin' 0' the green.

].1. ·WAGNER-His
amination.

Hobby:

l Iis

Self in ex-

THOMAS
WALSH - Phi Alpha Delta.
His Hobby: Twelfth street.
HARRY WAXMAN-His
Hobby:
The
Prudential has the strength of Gibraltar.
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I10l\lER
WEESEHighland Park College, Des Moines, la. His Hobby:
"Right of way."

CLAUDE ELLIS-His
way (?).

L. ELIZABETH

DOl\IENIC DENARDQ-.-lHis
ganized labor.

Nonsense

WATSON-He"
(her own choice).

I-lobby:

CLTFTON
play.

JOSEPH 1-1. TEDROW---<Phi Alpha Delta
Benton Chapter : Freshman Speaker An~
nual Banquet.
H is Hobby:
Broadening
out (?).
H.

vVINSLOW
Criminal law.

TRUE

-

His

Hobby:

B. . K S)'·[OOT-His
rights.

JR. -

Hobby:

CRAIG-His

Going my
Hobby: Or-

Hobby:

Photo-

F, G. BUFFE-B. L. lllinois yVes. University. His Hobby : The sacred rights
of corporations.
SI-IERf:\fAN L. BENTON-university
Missouri.
His Hobby: Debating.

EDWARD
J, SURGUINE-His
Hobby:
Serve God, read the Bible, and never be
late. (Wrote it hirnself.)
W. H, SCHACKELFORD,
Hobby:
His intense beauty.

Hobby:

CLA,f{K S. BAKER-His
ish, frivolous, gosh.

J.

His

Fool-

1'. 1'1cN.A.MARA-His Hobby;
first; therefore, study law.

JOS. LYNN-His
isle.

'Woman's

Hobby:

Hobby:

of

Safety

The little green

-;\JYRTLE "l'IIAY SNIITH - Class Secretary. Her Hobby: Portia's Plea.

8D-WARD KEATING-His
mon earners.

FRANK
L. SNELL, JR.-His
Conflict of authority.

Hobby:

LEE TNGRAI+A!I'1-Phi Alpha Delta. His
Hobby: Insurance law.

PAUL
F. REDDING
"Never hurry."

Hobby:

E. N. l-lARDA\i\fAY-His
and service (?).

J.

-

His

ve. RAMSAY, JR.-Constitutional Committee. His Hobby: Crap shooting.

V, E.. PHILLIPS-vValther
Hobby: Think it over.

WALTER
College.

College. His
Get it right.

EUGENE PI-IElJPS-His
Hobby:
read the case-but
I think.

I didn't

HAROLD

MASTERS-His

Hobby:

Concrete

Hobby:

Hobby:

Com-

Duty

HOFMAN - Culver-Stockton
His Hobby: Talking.

POOLE HARRISON-University
sas. His Hobby: "Stalling."

of Kan-

TO::\I[ 1ifcGLYNN-His
Hobby:
amusement for the class.

General

JAMES].
l'vToGUlGAN-Delta Theta Phi;
President Freshman Class. His Hobby:
"Say, my wife's out of town-what
are
you doing tonight?"

W.\f. D. PRl Cfi-c-Missour i State University. His Hobby: Criminology.
R. \,V, MOORE-His
for permanence.

Hobby:

OLIVER H, GiIlTES-l'lis
Hobby:
golden key that opes the lock."

Any-

thing.

"The

WILLIAM
S, FLOURNOY,
JR.-Constitutional Committee. His Hobby: Flournoy's view.

xnss

IRENE
CANTERBURY
- IT,,Hobby: Yes-s-oh, my, yes! I am so silly.
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~nrittits

1lJthutiug QJ:luh

~ltt QJ:luh

_ 1Ijtgul 'nmtusks
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(@ffirrrli of l~r 1Brbatittg ClLlub
H.

TIlOS.

FINIGAN)

SR.

.__..

....

GUY RUNION

-------

R. S. HARRlNGTO~TJ
LEO HALBE, JR ....
L. C.

BROWNING_

MRS.

SKINNER ..

SR.________

.... __'.

---------

.___

.... Vice-President

..

.Secretary

... ----

----.----------

_
...

.__President

... Treasurer

---------------._

.5r_ Critic
Critic

..._. . .1r.

---...-----------

1Brbaliu9 Wram
ALFRED

CROUCH

HARRY WEST
THOS_

H.

- .--,..

..

.Frestnnan

--------------..
._.

..

.. __.Freshman

------------

FINIGAN

•

MR. JOHN

--

TOWERS
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Noel B. Boulware

A. J. Grace

Miss Byers

Thomas H. Finigan

I-I. C. Halliburton

G. H. C1evidence

L. W. Halbe

J.

Miss Farrow

Harry

Walter

G. H. Gilbert

David Hearsh

Louis N. Goessy

N. E. Hendrickson

Morris

Fred G. Landis

R. S. Harrington

George Long

Thomas

Miss Harriett

Kirby

Herrod

Levin

Raymond

Holland

James

J.

McCaffrey

Harry E. Montgomery

Robert

Mertel

Wm. L. Leavy

Edward

Arthur

J. Mellott

L. L. Lindenbauer

C. D. Scales

G. W. O'Donnell

Sampson Mandel

Lee D. Seelig

Silver B. Shore

Donald

W. Noakes

O'Neil

J.

Ernest D. vVilson

Mrs.

Guy Runion

L. C. Browning

Eskel Walters

Miss Lenore Simpson

Wm. E. Crampton

Patrick Carr

Walter Stewart

Guy Day
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Edward
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give. To
toxication
Elbert Hubbard

supplies the most sublime gratification which the gods have to
subdue the audience and blend mind with mind affords an inbeyond the ambrosia of Elysium."
These words uttered by
are as true regarding debating as they are of oratory.

iJI Americans insist upon speaking-not
necessarily all at one time, but
rather frequently.
This fact is not a mere accidental peculiarity of our race but
the perfectly logical result of our ancestry and our national history.
A free
people. whose theory of government
includes the personal right and obligation
of e;"ery citizen to participate in public affairs, must inevitably be possessed of
a strong impulse toward public speech. It may. therefore, be definitely assumed
that nnv American may, at any time, find himself moved to make a. speech.
Itut if we are a speaking people, we are also a very busy people. As a rule,
we have not the time to become orators as well as professional
men. We will
speak, but we will not devote ourselves to the formal art of speechmaking.
As a
result of these conditions, there is a constant and entirely legitimate demand for
some kind of assistance.
\Vendell Phillips referred to Sargent S. Prentiss, of Mississippi, as the most
eloquent of all the Southern orators.
It was Prentiss' own judgment that he
owed more to the practice of debate than to allY other form of discipline, and in
a letter to his brother he said:
"Let me particularly recommend you to cultivate
the faculty of debating; of expressing your own ideas in the best and most effective manner.
There are thousands of men in the United States who exceed
Henry Clay in information
on all subjects, but his superiority
consists in the
power and adroitness with which he brings his information to bear. This faculty
of expression can be attained best in debating societies."
The Kansas City School of La \V Debating Club was organized for the purpose of meeting these difficulties.
Its membership has continually grown and it
now stands as the largest organization in the school.
During the season of 1917, there were fifteen programs including twelve
debates in which thirty-three
members took part; one moot trial by ten members
and two moot congresses engaged in by the whole club. Approximately
four
extemporaneous
speeches were delivered at each meeting.
The feminine members of the school manifested a greater interest
1917 dub than in the past, taking a prominent part in the program.

in the

Hoping the past is a criterion of its future success, we hand the budding
flower to our successors with the desire that as it matures so shall it gain in
strength and prominence.
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iD you bear about that debate?
\~lhat debate?
vVhy, Nebraska University
versus Kansas City School of Law, just before Christmas, "when they're
as good as they can be."

There were two Freshmen and a Senior all the Kansas City team. \Vhere
were the Juniors?
They had more important business just the». What kind of
business?
Oh,-seeking
admission to the bar. That takes some extra effort, you
know. You seek the fountains of wisdom and drink until they arc dry, and you
are "extra dry"-then when they mix the draughts in hypos, it makes the sparkling sands run more quickly clown the backbone stem of the hour-glass, the gray
matter becomes an effervescent chaos of ideas, madly whirling. and finally evol villg that bewitching and treacherous siren, "An answer."
If she likes you, you'll
"get by."
Did all of the juniors prepare for the bar? Oh, no. But those who did not
-well,
our side of the question disagreed with their political digestion and they
became in fected with a miasma of conflicting opinions, very deleterious to healthful debate.
Nevertheless.
they were conspicuous by their absence-s-the
most
talked-of people there.
Had one, free in his scathing comments on the situation, been prepared with
a microscope, he might have beheld the infinitesimal representative
of the J unior-s
who bided closely 'neath a benign Senior's wing. Little, but oh my! that Junior
escaped alive to tell the story.
As previously stated. it was just before Christmas.
The Y. M. C. A.
auditorium
was fittingly decorated for the occasion.
One corner, next to the
platform, was graced by a wonderful Christmas tree, ornamented just about the
middle forefront with a huge price tag.
There had been stockings filled with
goodies, and lots of Christmas things, but during the afternoon, a horde of sixyear-old bandits had made a daring and thrilling invasion and had entirely robbed
the stately tl:ee of her ornaments and gifts-except
the price tag. Nevertheless,
it was expressive of the "spirit of the occasion."
The room was filled to overflowing-with
chairs.
An enthusiastic audience
welcomed the teams as they assembled on the platform for the battle of wit and
wisdom.
A lusty cheer, terminating in one voice (Judge Pollock's, they say) announced
the commencement
of one of the most interesting debates our old law school
ever produced.
Nebraska has some rare Freshmen debaters, and they certainly
carried plenty of ammunition-simply
loaded.
The subject, you know, was
"Resolved, that the United States Government should, both during and after the
war, operate the merchant vessels it is now building."
During the heat of real argument a dense mist arose from the cloudy region
of "ship-subsidy,"
and even when the atmosphere had cleared somewhat. it was
not quite distinguishable
whether the ships were subsidized or cap-sized.
When
the debaters finally disembarked
from their phantom-ships,
and trod the solid
terra-firma of facts and figures. friction waxed hotter and hotter.
Surrounding
space suffered from violent army movements, resulting in offensive affirmative
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attacks from Nebraska,
bravely rebutted by defensive negative breast-works,
built during the heat of battling Kansas City wits. In fact, the tallest young
Nebraska Demosthenes fairly scorched the air in his vociferous demand for Government ownership and operation of the vessels. He entertained the audience so
thoroughly, even the chairs added their squeaks to the cheers of approval.
But,
when the "littlest Freshie" from Kansas City rebutted, the weather-vane
began
to point Kansas-City-ward.
Kansas City took notice, but Nebraska seemed to
have missed the signs of the times, because when the fiery attacks subsided and
the combatants settled themselves, the last shots having been tellingly fired, and
the decision of the judges 'only lacking to affirm victory, the Dean of Law of
Nebraska decided it was time to talk. Happy in the thought of victory won,
a waiting only announcement,
"to the victors belong the spoils," the engaging little
dean blandly remarked, °1 am physically brief, constitutionally
brief, but sometimes oratorically
lengthy,
So, while the judges are deciding what to do, I'll
talk. "
From somewhere in front came the query, "Will the gentleman
from
Nebraska tell the audience where Mr. Bryan is?" Hastily the young Demosthenes replied, "Mr. Bryan being opposed to everything progressive,
has gone
to the scrap heap." With still greater haste the little dean arose and amended the
answer, "Mr. Bryan, being a pacifist, would never go into a scrap heap."
Did
he save the day?
. Minute by minute sped by the time of the evening; still no verdict from the
judges. Taking heart, our Kansas City coach, commenting on the length of time
the judges were out, remarked, "There must be a hung jury out there, from the
time they are taking to decide, and that always looks good for the defendant;
so
I think it looks fair for the Kansas City boys." Everybody looked doubtful.
But
once more, in great haste, the physically-brief,
oratorically-lengthy
one arose, and
added, "One time there was a preacher who did not have the best talent or facilities of expressing himself, but he said (While it may be devout to be ruled by the
Prophets, it is Slow to be ruled by the Judges.'
I can see what greater difficulties
two lawyers might be having trying to convince one Prof."
Just at that moment the verdict was handed up on the rostrum.
An intense
listening hush enveloped all. "For the Negative."
A gasp of astonishment
gripped the audience, and the verdict was received in-SILENCE.
Why?
Ask the Juniors.
LoUIS M. BYERS.
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Paul E. Bindley
Conrad Metz, J r.
Thomas Henry Finigan
Chet Alvah Keyes

] ohn Walter Hil1
Egbert Barrows Sanders,
James Henry Parsons
Robert Herndon Austin
Lee "Romain Hunt
Bernard Stephen Gillis
Egbert Barrows Sanders, Lloyd Herman Steckling

Jr.
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OFFICERS~Second
ED\\'
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LEE

R.

DoNALD

W.

J.

EISEN

.1'\'1
:\N

HUNT

vV.

STEW,\H:r

__.cPresidcnt
Vice-President
.Secretary-Treasurer
..
QlIi::;::; Moster
...
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Term
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.
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.

NOAKES

.

.

__

..

VENN

_

..
..

.. __
President
Vice-President
Secrctorv
___
Treasurer

MEMBERS
Elmer F. Pierson
William K. Michael
Harvey D. Taylor
James H. Anderson
William R. Stanley
Lee R. Hunt
\!I/. Stewart Venn
john W. Hill
Edward H. O'Neil

Egbert B. Sanders
Edward J. Eisenman
Eugene H. Swegman
John P. Zimmerman
Reuben J. Shay
Robert H. Austin
Donald W. Noakes
Donald Latshaw
Gilbert A. Milton
ROLL

William K. Michael
Harvey D. Taylor.
Reuben J. Shay
Elmer F. Pierson.c.c.i...
James H. Anderson.................

OF HONOR
First Lieut .• A. E. F.
Second Lieut., A. E. F.
Second Lieut., A. E. F.
_ .__ Ordnance Dept., New Mexico
Supply Dept., A. E. F.
.
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Flo'l~Nr-Red Carnation

Color-Purple

CHAPTER

and Old Gold

ROLL

Benton..
..__ Kansas City School of Law
Blackstone
Chicago Kent College of Law
Brewer
_. John B. Stetson University
Calhoun
Yale University
Campbell
University of Michigan
Capen.... . .dllinois Wesleyan University
Chase ..
Cincinnati Law School
Clay.
University of Kentucky
Corliss ..
University of North Dakota
Dunbar
University of Washington
Fuller
_ Northwestern University
Garland
University of Arkansas
Green
University of Kansas
Gunter
.
University of Colorado
Hamlin..
_. .__
..University of Maine
Hammond
.
University of Iowa
Hay
.Western Reserve University

Holmes ...._..Leland Sanford, Jr., University
Hughes
.Denver University
Jefferson
University of Virginia
KenL.....
.
.University of Idaho
Lawson..
__
.University of Missouri
Magruder
University of Illinois
Marshall
._ University of Chicago
Rapallo
New York University
Reese
__
. University of Nebraska
Ross .._. .__
.University of South California
Ryan
University of Wisconsin
Staples
Washington and Lee University
Story
._
Depauw University
Taft
..Georgetown University
Temple __
..__
.._
University of California
Webster.
.
._ Chicago Law School
Williams
.
University of Oregon

HONORARY

MEMBERS
Thos J. Seehorn
J. M. Johnson

O. H. Dean
San ford B. Ladd

FRATRES

IN FACULTATE

Will. P. Borland
John B. Gage
S. O. Hargus

John B. Pew
Lieut. John G. Hutton

PHI
Lieut. John G. Hutton
Francis Brodie
Virgil Conkling
Leon Crowl

ALPHA

DELTAS

IN THE

Ludwick Graves
Charles Joyce
Ralph S. Lane
G. D. Leedy
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SERVICE
P. D. Miller
George G. Moffett
Elmer F. Pierson

Artiur 1Rnll'Qi AlpQu iMtu
SENIORS
Paul E. Bindley
Charles W. Brady, J.-.
Gilbert H. Clevidence
James D. Colyer
Calvin A. Magee
Roy V. Nelson
John H. Pollock
Russell H. Pray
Ray Shubert
John Alden Towers

JUNIORS
Lee R.
J. Lynn
George
Gilbert
William
Marion

Hunt
Ketcher-sid
T. Long
H. Milton
Stewart Venn
D. Waltner
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FRESHMEN
Berna rd J. Dal i ne
Bernard S. Gillis
Lee Ingraham
Charles VI/. Knipmeyer
Clarence M. McCarthy
Leslie Z. Nickell
1- W. Ramsey, J r.
I. H. Tedrow
Harry K. West

8J

Flower-vVhite

Carnation

Colo1'S-GI'een and White

CHAPTER
Adams
.
.Boston University
Benton
__
Washington University
Bleckley
.__ __
.. University of Georgia
Bryan
Creighton University
Burks
Washington and Lee University
Brewer. .
Uni versity of Kansas
Chase __
_.Ohio State University
Christiancy. __..__. ..University of Michigan
Cooley
Detroit College of Law
Day
Western Reserve University
Deady.i.c...
__
University of Oregon
Douglass
.]ohn Marshall Law School
Dwight
__
. .
Columbia 'University
Epsilon
University of Arkansas
Field
University of Southern California
Finch
... ._
.Cornell University
Freeman..
.University of Tennessee
Fuller
__ Fordham University
Gibson...
.
University of Pittsburg
Harlon
.._. University of South Dakota
Holmes ..__
.
Dickinson University
Howatt..
University of Utah
Hosmer
University of Detroit

ALUMNI
Alumni Senate of New York City
Chattanooga Alumni Senate
Chicago Alumni Senate
Cleveland Alumni Senate
Kansas City Alumni Senate
Los Angeles Alumni Senate

Ingalls
.Washburn University
Jefferson
Richmond College
Kent . .._.......... . New York Law School
Lincoln.....
• __
University of Chicago
Lurton ..._. .._..Chattanooga College of Law
Magruder.
.Chicago Kent College of Law
Marshall.. .__
Ohio Northern University
Mitchell
.i.Univer sity of Minnesota
Parker
..
_
Union University
Pitney.,
__
New Jersey Law School
Ramsey.i.;
. St. Paul College of Law
Ranney .._..
._
Cleveland Law School
Russell........
.
»New York University
Snyder.. ....._. .Kansas City School of Law
Sam Houston
University of Texas
Von Moschaisker.. ..Univer. of Pennsylvania
Wayne
Atlanta Law School
Warvelle
__
.
D'ePal1l University
Websrer.. ..
Webster College of Law
White
.Georgetown University
Wigmore
._ Northwestern University
Wilson.
.
George Washington

SENATES
"Minneapolis Alumni Senate
Omaha Alumni Senate
St. Paul Alumni Senate
Toledo Alumni Senate
Washington Alumni Senate

HONORARY
Hon. John 1. Williamson

ROLL

MEMBERS
Hardin
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B. Manard

Flower-vV!hite Carnation

Colors-Green

HONOR

and White

ROLL

Members of Snider Senate who are in the Army and Navy:
Dennis J. Downey
R. E. Cline
Ceo. W. Iv.! eyer
C. Bantelion
Chester Rogers
R. J. Sutherland
Stanley Siebel
Franklin Moore
Verto Alley
Floyd Fuller
Carroll Berry

Earl Goldman
Ambrose Whitsett
Ceo. Boyle
C. B. Pierce
Eugene McCluer
Wofford Lewis
Frank Stauver
Har-ry Herrod
Loren Lashbrook
Thomas J. McCaffrey

FRATRES

IN PRAESENTI

J. McCaffrey
E. McGuigan
G. \/1/. Runion
D. P. Strother

P. E. Anthony
L. Cashen
C. B. McCart
D. W. Noakes
J. T. Barnes

T.

J.

J.

HONORARY
Han.

Jaim 1.

Williamson

MEMBERS
Hardin
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B. Manard

1Kappa 1Gda

'i

ffiegal ~nrnrity

Colors-Blue and Gold
Open Motto-HThere

FlO'luer~Yellow

Rose

is a woman at the head of all great things."

CHAPTER

ROLL

Chicago-Kent College of Law
Chicago, IlL
Northwestern University __ __
..Chicago, Ill.
Chicago University
. .
Chicago, Ill.
John Marshal Law SchooL_________________________
_
Chicago, IlL
De Paul University_____
_
Chicago, IlL
University of Texas
" .... .. .______
... Austin, Texas
University of Califcrnia..
__Berkely, CaL
Washington College of Law
__Washington, D_ CKansas City School of Law..
_
Kansas City, Mo.
SORORES
Lenore
Margaret
Annette
Harriet
Ruth E.

Simpson
DeWitt
Moore
Ki rby
Patton

IN PRESENTI
_
__..__....

__ _
__

__

Gertrude Mary Williams, '17
Tillie Jane Hairgrove, '14
Hazel M. Baldwin, '16 .
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Dean,
Associate Dean,
...
..... Registrar,
Chancell 0 r,
Marshal,

'17
'13
'17
'18
'13

"()\Jr)3rl'
1***:
-

c.HE:"T

A·

KE:.YE"S

-

lin tqr :§rruirr
Verto R. Alley, '18
James Herbert Anderson, '19
Clifford A. Bantleon, '18
Francis Rogers Brodie, '19
Gordon A. Buzard, '18
Byron R. Calvin, '18
George Dewey Carr, '19
Virgil Conklin, '19
Homer Allison Cope, '17
Leon Wesley Crowl, 17
F. G. Davis, '18
Thomas Edmond Dehouev, '19
Cleary Martin Detling, '17
J ames Lee Dillard. '19
Vincent James Doherty, '18
Charles Milton Dyer, '18
Harry Houts Evans, '17
Louis Napoleon Goessy, '17
Ludwick Graves, '17
Carl Vivian Gross, '17
Leslie Wfinfield Halbe, '19
Raymond Stephen Harrington, 18
Leland Walker Hazard, '18
Noble Earl Hendrickson, '18
Harry Herrod, '18
Lee R. Hunt, '19
Terrance William Imes, '17
Charles Michael Joyce, '17
George Herbert Kinney, '18
Ralph Fielding Lane, '18
Harold Gavin Leedy. '18
Wofford Eugene Lewis, '17
Henry Polk Lowenstein, ] T., '17
Thomas James McCaffrey,
'18
Charles B. McCart, '18
George Francis Mcflowan, '18

William Kirk Michael, '18
Phil Downey Miller, '18
Roy Sain Miller, '18
John R. Moberly, '17
George Gilbert Moffett, '18
Harry Elmer Montgomery, '18
Roy V. Nelson, , 18
Charles Anderson Orr, '18
James Henry Parsons, '19
Raymond Krinke! Pearce, '18
James Michael Pendergast, '18
Jacob Henry Peters, '20
Elmer Frank Pierson, '19
Edward Everett Pugh, J r., '17
Delos Edison Pypes, '17
Nelson Willard Rider, '18
Lee S. Seelig, '18
Stanley Seibel, '17
Russell Howard Senior, '19
Reuben Jennings Shay, Jr., '19
John Frank Shumway, 19
Leo Aloysius Spalding, '17
George Edward Sterling, '20
Walter Knight Stewart, '17
Roscoe Conkling Summers, '19
Thomas C. Swanson, '18
Harvey David Taylor, '19
Leo Vogan, '18
Benjamin H~nry \Nilliams, '19
Ernest Wilson, '18

Otto P. Higgins, a member of the Senior Class, is now "somewhere in
France," altho not in the service as a soldier. He is a staff correspondent of The
Kansas City Star and has been sent to France by that paper as a special war correspondent.
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A ~unior in ~aking ~ooll in lQr lltIIodll lltIIar
Lieutenant
William Michaels, 1919, formerly connected with the Kansas
City Star, is now advertising manager of The Stars and Stripes, the paper put
out by the United States Arm)' in France.
Mr. 11,11
ichaels has an office in Paris,
and is the envy of all his Kansas City friends.
Below is an article which was published in The Stars and Stripes, in France,
on April 12th, 1918:

HUMBLE

PRIVATE

WINS AS OFFICER'S

COUNSEL.

Lieutenant Michael is free. The case of the People of Paris vs. The Stars
and Stripes, Lieutenant Michael appearing as, defendant, tried on Monday of this
week in the police court of the --th
Arrondissement, resulted in a suspension
of judgment.
Which was quite fitting, as the whole thing arose from a lapse of
judgment on the part of some staff members of The Stars and Stripes.
It appears that, contrary to police regulations, which had been quite forgotten
by the eager, late-toiling staff of this paper, a light was left burning in the upper
story of No.1, Rue des Italiens, G-2, A.E.F., Paris, France, far into the night.
Said light was a brilliant affair-just
like the paper whose sanctum it illuminated.
(Advt.)
It was so brilliant, in fact, that it shone right through the royal purple
curtains that shield the late toilers fr0111 the gaze of the passing multitude.
A passing gendarme-which
is French for cop-spotted
the light. He was a
regular spot-light artist.
Lights at night convey an invitation to Zeppelins,
Gothas, Taubes Fokkers, and other Germanic craft to c-mon-over-Skinnay,
and
get the range on Paris and kerplunk their bombs. Lights at night, therefore, are
dangerous; doubly dangerous for the people who expose them.
For the sake, therefore, of shielding The Stars and Stripes from the enemy's
attentions, and saving the surrounding
buildings from what would be left over
after the Boche had had his little hate, the gendarme-which
is French for
patrolman-took
the number of the building and the number of the rOOl11,turned
in his report to Desk Sergeant-Desk
Sergeant-oh,
whatever is French for
Clancy, and made out a complaint.
EASY

TO lIAJ\'G

IT ON HIM.

The next morning, sure enough, the patrolman on the day beat called on
Lieutenant Michael-s-because Lieutenant Michael gets around a lot and was therefore the easiest one to hang it on to-with
a summons directing him to appear
before the police tribunal at 5 o'clock that afternoon.
He acquainted Lieutenant
Michael with the nature of the charge, gravely saluted and walked out.
The I(eutenant rushed to the rear of the office and engaged counsel right away
ill the person of an oldish looking private from New England who had never been
inside a law school andl who therefore was unbiased.
Counsel, of course, advised
him to plead guilty. Young lawyers always do.
That afternoon both Lieutenant Michael, representing The Stars and Stripes,
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and his counsel entered the arrondissement
station at the appointed time and
proceeded to the court room. "Ie suis 'It'll ouocat aniericain," the self-styled lawyer
began, in his best correspondence
school French, just to indicate that he was an
American lawyer.
His Honor bowed graciously, motioned both counsel and
culprit to seats, and began.
THE

CASE FOR THE

I'EOPLE

OF PARTS.

He laid down the law about the exhibition of lights after sundown in Paris.
He pointed out the danger that might arise from that practice if indiscriminately
indulged.
He was very. nice about it, and counsel did not disagree with him on a
single point. Neither did defendant.
Neither does anybody who has lived through
an air raid.
"Nons S01I'LmCStres-s-tres," counsel began, in making his apologies to the
bench for the oversight of the defendant.
"Nons SO'/llil/es tres-tres-oh,
hell,
Lieutenant, what's the word for 'sorry'?"
(,Trista," proclaimed Defendant Michael.
"Tres tristes 1" counsel finished
tri umphantly.
"I understand,"
His Honor broke in, In excellent English, "you a re very
sorry, messieurs.
It is of nothing-c-of nothing, I assure you!
The charge is
d ismi ssed."
All the way down the stairs the gendarmes saluted the acquitted
lawyer. At the doorway the happy pair paused.
"The French Bar is very cordial," said defendant.
"French bars are noted for cordials," replied the low-brow counsel.

ANOTHER

GOLD STAR ON Tl-IE SERVICE
BACHE~OR'S CLUB.

and his

FLAG OF THE

It was with considerable surprise that the editor, on the morning of the 27th
of April, found a large white envelope on his desk, which contained the wedding
announcement of his associate and co-editor, Miss Tiera Farrow.
A good lawyer, an exponent of Women's Rights, all excellent student and a
splendid young woman.
VVe all liked her and wish her well.
Miss Farrow will reside after September 1st in Tampico, Mexico.

lIar JOlUl'r of illongus!I
By

M ember of Faculty,

HON.

VVi\L P.

BORLANO,

Gild aile of the Founders

of

M.e.
KO'IISOS

City School

of Law.

NE of the 1110St interesting questions before lawyers today)s that of the
character and extent of the war powers of Congress.
Th e Constitution of the United States contemplates that this country may be at war, and the existence of armed conflict, whether foreign or
domestic, does not abrogate the Constitution.
Such war powers, therefore,
as arise are not in defiance of the Constitution,
but were in contemplation
of
the makers of that instrument.
There is a clear distinction between war powers and martial law. Mar tia l
law is law which is administered
by the military forces of the Government
to
the exclusion of the ordinary ci~il courts and civil offices. Martial law is
justifiable only where the condition of disorder is so great or the public danger
so imminent that the civil administration
is powerless in the emergency.
The most celebrated case in the Federal courts on this precise pointex parte Milligan 4, Wallace 2. In that case a citizen of Indiana, a State which
was loyal to the Union and not in insurrection against the general Government, was tried and condemned before a military commission.
The prisoner
was a private citizen-not
a member of the land or naval forces of the United
States, nor of the militia in the service of the United States, and the offense
of which he was charged was not a crime against the military power.
By a
close vote of five to [our, the majority of the Supreme Court of the United
States held that where the civil courts were open and able to discharge their
functions, an appeal to the military tribunal was unwarranted.
It was held that the safeguards of the Constitution
were not abrogated
during the time of war and that the existence of public disorder sufficient to
justify military law was a question of fact which did not rest solely in the
decision of the legislative branch of the Government.
The wur powers of the National Government are not to be confused with
martial law. By war powers is meant the enlargement of the functions and
duties of the Federal Government into fields of activity ordinarily monopolized
by the States. Willoughby, one of the latest writers on the Constitution, says:
"The Constitutional
power given to Congress to declare and wage war,
whether foreign or civil, carries with it the authority to use all means calculated to weaken the enemy or bring the struggle to a successful conclusion."
"Even in dealing with its own loyal subjects, the power to wage war
enables the Government to override in many particulars private rights which
in time of peace are inviolable."
(Willoughby
on the Constitution,
page
1212.)
It is easy for a text writer to make too broad a statement on this subject,
especially in view of the decision of the Supreme Court in ex parte 1filligan.
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How far Congress can go in overriding private rights of loyal citizens is still
somewhat an open question.
An examination of the Constitution,
however,
will convince the lawyer that many of the powers which that instrument
reserves to the States in time of peace pass automatically
to the Federal
Government in time of war.
By Section 10, Article I, of the Constitution, no State may engage in war
unless actually invaded or in such imminent danger as will not admit of delay.
All war powers, therefore, rest in the Federal Government.
These are the
powers necessary to mobilize the full strength of the nation for the efficient
prosecution and successful conduct of the armed struggle.
War is not a matter of armed soldiers merely nor of guns.
It is a matter of money, of food,
of production, of transportation,
of fuel and of every possible agency of human
energy. There is no line which can be drawn which will fence off the subject
of munitions of war.
The growing wheat in the field; the cattle stampeding across the plain;
the strata of coal in the mine; the are in the mountains; the giant timbers in
the forest; the money in the banks; the glare of the blast furnace; the glistening rail of the transcontinental
trunk lines; the belching funnels of the ocean
steamers, and even the snowy cotton fields of the South and the invisible
nitrogen of the air are strictly within the class of weapons of national defense.

If the Federal Government

can conscript men, it can conscript property;
if it can train and discipline men, it can train and discipline industry; if it can
can transport armies, it can commandeer ships and seize railroads; if it can
buy material for military use, it can also create it.
All of this must be done, however, in full harmony with the Constitutional
guarantees
of life, liberty and property, and 110 arbitrary
invasion of these
rights can be justified by mere legislative or executive mandate, but must rest
upon the actual exigencies of war.
Repeatedly in the Federal Constitution
is the war power of the Federal
Government expressly referred to. The preamble gives as one of the reasons
for the formation of the Constitution,
"to provide for the common defense."
Section 8 of Article I confers upon Congress "the power to provide for the
common defense;" lito declare war" and "raise and support armies," and to
"provide and maintain a navy."
In addition to this, full power is given for the Government
control of
the land and naval forces, whether regular or militia, and as if these powers
were not explicit enough, Congress is further authorized "to make the laws
that shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution the foregoing
powers."
It is a maxim of law that general powers are weakened by enumeration
and strengthened
by exception.
These general powers of the Federal Government for the successful prosecution
of the war are not weakened by
enumeration,
but are strengthened
by exception.
For fear that Congress
should go too far in its war powers, the third amendment to the Federal Constitution provides that "no soldier shall, in time of peace, be quartered in any
house without the consent of the owner, nor in time of war but in a manner to
be prescribed by law." The very existence of this exception demonstrates
the
extent of the war powers of Congress.
If the Federal Constitution
did not contemplate
vesting war powers in
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Congress, that instrument
would be weak indeed.
If after taking away from
the States the power to declare war and to maintain armies it did not clothe
the Federal
Government
with the means to perform
this highest
of all
national duties, the Constitution
would be unworkable.
The weak and unworkable constitution
leads more certainly to tyranny through the inevitable
road of anarchy than a strong and vigorous frame of Government.
I u time of
war no nation can limit the activities or prescribe the methods to be pursued
by its foe. The enemy is free to do the unexpected
thing and to refuse to be
bound either by international
law or dictates
of humanity.
No nation is
truly strong or great or capable of defending its national existence which does
not clothe its government
with power to utilize every ounce of strength which
it possesses.
The declaration
of war against Germany on the 6th day of April, 1917,
expressly
authorized
the President
to use every resource of the nation for
the successful
prosecution
of the contest.
The army which has been sent
into the field to uphold the American
flag and to make the world safe for
democracy must not be allowed to suffer for lack of arms, equipment,
transportation
or supplies, and this is. the full scope and limit of all of the war
powers given to Congress.
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HROUGH
the great ancient, mediaeval and modern periods of history,
woman, single ancl married, has occupied varying relations with respect
to her legal rights, i. e., her personal and property rights.
In fact, should
her status be plotted as in mathematics,
the curve of her descending and
ascending relations would stimulate the law of the cosine. In the first authentic stage of society she is predominant,
but by the time of Rome under the
Caesars she has lost her place of supremacy until her status becomes subordinate to that of man, although ascending slightly under the Justinian Code.
From this time her rights rapidly diminish and finally reach their ebb in
England under the influence of the canon and common law whence, under
equity, we find this curve beginning to ascend and' gradually mounting to the
present day with the prospect of not turning back as does the cosine, but continuing upward to infinity.
As stated above, in the earliest stage of society the female is predominant.
Traces of this phase are found throughout
Asia, Africa and America, many
of our A merican Indian
tribes offering typical examples.
Among
the
Puebloes the unit is the clan presided over and controlled by a council of
women.
Upon marriage the husband comes to live with his wife's clan, and
if she becomes tired of him she may dismiss him. The wife owns all the
property except the husband's personal trinkets.
Descent is traced through
the female line, children taking their mother's name. The husband's domain
is restricted to hunting, fishing and waging war.
Among the Aryan peoples rifts appear in this system, and in Rome male
predominance is absolutely established.
There woman's sole value, the inevitable result of militarism, is as the mother of soldiers.
However, woman's legal
rights under the Justinian Code are restored to some degree.
Male tutelage
for all women, that relic of wager-of-battle
days, is practically removed, as is
also the legal fiction of the wife being the husband's daughter.
The husband's
despotic powers of life and death over wife, child and chattels is restricted and
the wife has now equal guardianship
with her husband over the children. She
has the right almost at will to dismiss her husband.
Her crimes are no
longer punishable by death. In her property rights woman is also more free.
The husband has only the temporary use of the dot, Or marriage portion, and
must return it upon dissolution of the marriage; the female line may inherit
equally with the male. The wife inherits from her husband and her children.
She is entitled to her own earnings.
Thus we see woman's legal rights falter
before descending to the depths of the canon, and common law during the
mediaeval period in England.
Due to the distance of England from Rome, the influence of the Roman
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civil law does not reach there for many centuries.
The Saxons transplant their
own native race customs, ideals and traditions inherited by them from the
barbaric German tribes of the north. Along towards the sixth century these
ideas are influenced by canon law, which by the eleventh century assumes an
equality with and, in some spheres, supremacy over all temporal law.
By the Church, with its basic teaching of the created inferiority of woman,
and the State, with its feudalistic institutions of the conquering Normans, the
legal rights of woman are practically annihilated.
The canon law is acknowledged supreme in matters of marriage and divorce and property
affected
thereby.
Upon marriage the two fundamental rights of individuals are denied
woman: the control over person and property.
The married woman relinquishes her name, all control over her person, her own sacred individuality and
promises obedience to her husband in all things. The husband is master even
to the point of restraining
his wife's liberty and chastising her. Only for
adultery aggravated by the presence of the mistress in the home can the wife
so much as leave her husband, and, although divorce is equally forbidden to
him, he may easily obtain a dispensation.
Allowed to every man who can read, woman is denied the "benefit of
clergy," which is a system of "arrests of judgment" whereby those to whom it
is available maintain their immunity from the temporal law. As a result, for
her first offense in crimes of simple larceny and burglary woman is put to
death. The oath of a woman is weightless, as is shown by a recorded case in
England in which the oaths of seven women avails nothing against the oath
of a single priest.
The very essentials of character are unjustly, arbitrarily
and officially declared lacking in woman.
And so closely interwoven is the
canon law and the common law that Blackstone say, "Whosoever would fully
understand the canon law must study common law in respect to women."
Under the great common law, magnificent in so many respects, we reach
the lowest point in the curve plotting woman's rights.
So familiar to the
great body of lawyers, it is only necessary to point out a few of the fallacies
with regard to woman. She is at once the most protected and the most unprotected creature existing.
She is so protected that her legal identity is merged
into that of her husband, without whom she can have no appeal to courts of
justice; so protected that she has no rights over her children, nor can she
prevent her lazy, shiftless husband from bequeathing her accumulated earnings
to his own bastard children.
She is so protected that she cannot be held tesponsible for her own crimes. In her property rights she is equally "protected." Her husband immediately assumes control over all her property, her
personal property and her chases in action upon reducing them to possession.
A t his death she receives a life interest in one-third of all the real property,
and he is free to entirely dispose of personal property by will. In descent,
the male heirs are preferred over the female.
"These," according to Blackstone, "are the chief legal effects of marriage during coverture, upon which
we may observe that even the disabilities which the wife lies under are for
the most part intended for her protection and benefit; so great a favorite is
the female sex of the laws of England"-protection
and benefit, possibly, but
that accorded to a chattel or domestic animal, never the co-partner of man.
Equity plots the first point in the ascending curve of woman's rights by
ameliorating the harshness of the common law. The first deflection grants
her a "separate estate" by which she is endowed with slight property rights,
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and the second great beneficial deflection is divorce.
The idea of the divine
right of the husband begins to wane and woman secures a place in the sun.
The very fact that two-thirds
of the present day divorces are granted to
woman. demonstrates
that she has always been the greater sufferer and that
stringent divorce laws do not create marital happiness.
Here Jet us turn our attention to the legal inheritance of the American
woman in the present day. \""Te have seen woman predominant
in the first
phases of development, lose her supremacy by the time of the Caesars, regain a
little ground under the Justinian Code, then sink to the depths of the common
law and, aided by Equity, gradually regain a semblance of equality with man.
This great composite body of law is the mother law of the United States.
Most of the States have adopted the common law in toto as it was in 1607.
State statutes in this country, however, have derogated and modified the com1110nlaw until today the woman still occupies an inferior place; it is that of a
minor child, instead of a chattel or domestic animal.
Our states represent all
phases of political development from a complete sex aristocracy to a free, selfgoverning people. Of this diversity the South is the lowest extreme and the
West the pinnacle.
Politically. we encounter absolutely no suffrage and not
even woman notaries in Mississippi, as against full suffrage and a woman
Representative
in Montana.
As to personal and property rights, we find in
Tennessee the husband is guardian of the children without having to support
them as late as 1915; he controls the wile's earnings and all her property.
personal and real, including her separate estate.
Balancing this, we find in
Colorado a Married Woman's Act, dower and curtesy abolished, husband
and wife joint guardians of the children, both with same rights in making
wills, and the married man unable to make a valid assignment of his wages
unless his wife consents.
In Mississippi the age of consent is ten, while in
Wyoming it is twenty-one.
Divorce laws range from absolute divorce only
for adultery in New York to the famous Reno. Labor laws are an unknown
quantity in Mississippi, while an elaborate code has been adopted in some of
the Eastern States. In this medley, Missouri stands middlestream.
.
Tinged by Southern and Western influence, she is neither retroactive nor
avowedly progressive.
With one vital exception, suffrage, a single woman is
as free in Missouri as a man. Two varieties of State offices are open to
woman: notaries public and membership on the State Board of Charities. The
common law is in force where not derogated by statute.
The guardian of the
children is the husband.
In regard to labor laws for women and children,
Missouri has made a beginning.
Since the Married Woman's Act, the personal
and property rights of married women are practically free. Missouri's divorce
laws are liberal.
Nevertheless,
"progressive"
does not describe Missouri as
long as she blackens the suffrage map.
Equal suffrage may not be a panacea for all wrongs suffered by woman,
but it certainly is the most fundamental
step in righting these wrongs.
In
truth, no reason exists for withholding what justice and real democracy demand. In peace times, woman has always assumed the duties and liabilities
attending citizenship. and there is certainly no question but that, in these times
of war, she shoulders her burdens. Assuming even more than equal duties and
liabilities, woman waits with incredible patience for the recognition of her
equal rights.
To the lawyer this inconsistency is ludicrous.
And when her
equal rights oro recognized, she is equipped with an all mighty lever by which
to overcome the lesser wrongs she suffers and further, by improving her own
condition, to uplift all mankind to planes incomprehensible
now.
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PEAKING
of the wonderful
spirit of democracy
and fe.ll0wShip that is
growing in the hearts of our war-torn allies in Europe, a well-known
Kansas City preacher tells us that during his recent visit to the Western
front he once asked an English soldier, "What is the difference, anyhow, between an Englishman
and an American?"
The Tommy thought a while and
replied, "Well, sir, the only difference I can see is this: an Englishman
enters
a place like he owned the whole blankety place and an American enters like
he didn't give a blankety who owned the place." And that Tommy had the
right idea. If a man has the proper spirit, it does not make very much difference whether he was born on this side of the Atlantic or that.
And yet within the last few years here in our own United States the fertile
brain and vivid imagination of a once distinguished,
but, I am afraid, now
notorious, American has given birth to a term with which, for some reasons
of his own, he seeks to strike terror or enkindle wrath in the hearts of the
American people. I refer to the term Hyphenate-American.
That addition to
our already redundant language is altogether uncalled for; for a man must be
a true, thorough American or no American at all. It is unwise, because the
strength and stability and unity of this great nation depend in a large measure
upon her ability to absorb and make part of herself the foreign element which
comes within her borders.
And it is unfair, because the very existence of the
term casts a cloud upon the loyalty of us foreign-born citizens.
And the great majority of us have done nothing to deserve that an impression of disloyalty be cast abroad.
Sometimes I think we are even more
American than the Americans themselves.
vVe came here of our own free
will and in broad light of day. You who were born here stole in, many of you,
in darkness of the night. As to the time and method of your arrival, you had
nothing whatsoever to say, though possibly you made quite a little noise after
you got here. I remember how, when I was yet a little boy in an obscure
village in the backwoods of Ireland, a small book reached my hands, entitled
"The Story of America."
I there read of a land thousands of miles across the
sea. Its territory stretched from the Atlantic even to the Pacific. Its mountains were high, its rivers deep and its valleys broad and teeming with untold
wealth.
But broad as were its valleys, broader still were the minds of the
people who inhabited them, and deep as were its rivers, stili deeper was the
love of liberty that burned in their hearts.
There every man was born equal
-no kings, no lords, no dukes, no aristocracy save the aristocracy of brains.
And I tell you after five years' of life on American soil, that beautiful penpicture drawn by the author in that little book, falls far short of the reality
and cannot compare with the picture which God Himself has drawn upon
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the face of the earth when He created upon it this large expanse of territory
and caused to grow up there the most wonderful nation and the 1110Stversatile
people the world has ever known.
But, you must not ask too much of us foreign-born citizens.
You cannot change human nature in a day. You should not ask us altogether to forget the land where we first saw the light of day, if such memories be not inconsistent with our higher duty to the land of Our adoption.
Many of us came
from countries with histories to be proud of. Take the Frenchman, for instance: when he hears the strains of the Marsellaise, it recalls to him, perhaps,
his beloved Joan of Arc. He sees her arise like a beautiful star from out the
deep solitude of the woods and forests of her native Lorraine to a position of
grandeur in the vanguard of the armies of France.
Or he sees again, the
great little soldier, Napoleon, at whose command armies rolled along, cavalry
thundered across the face of Europe and thrones tottered and tumbled with
a crash, and now again appears before him the image of his beloved France,
like a beautiful maiden torn and bleeding at the hands of the cruel Hun, but
withal pure and noble and unconquered to the end, with the immortal words
upon her lips, "They shall not pass.'
And do not blame the little Greek if, when you enter his small place of
business, you see on the walls side by side with our own President Wilson.
pictures of Marathon and Salamis and Thermopylae.
For they recall to him
the now-faded glories of a once highly-cultivated
people, the beauty of Athens,
the fame of Pericles or the martial spirit of the Spartan Leonidas who, with
a few hundred of gallant Greeks, held at bay the vast millions of the Persian
invader; and there comes to his mind the simple little epitaph on the tomb
that marks their resting place:
"Go, tell the Spartans, thou that passeth by,
That here, obedient to their laws we lie."
That simple little epitaph teaches him a great
the law of God, of the State and of the Home.

lesson.

Obedience:

to

And so it is, on down the line. No man born in the quaint atmosphere of
Ireland, with its sparkling humor, its pathos, its love, its hospitality,
can
ever quite forget the Emerald Isle of the West.
But, the thing I best like to
remember of Ireland is the fact that never yet has America fought a war
that l reland was not well represented on the firing line, and please God, she
never will. It was because I had already known that the spirit of America
had permeated the heart and soul of Ireland, that I was not surprised to find
a short time ago amongst some selections from Irish literature, and from
the pen of an ardent Irishman:
"Och, a rare auld flag, was the flag we bore,
'Twas a bully auld flag an' nice;
It had stripes in plenty and stars galore,
'Twas the broth of a purty device.
Fa ix, we carried it south and we carried it far,
And around it our bivouacs made,
An' we swore by the shamrock that never a star,
From its azure field should fade."
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And I know you do not wonder that the old flag has remained
unsullied, when an Irishman swore all oath like that.

intact and

But, proud as I am of the little land where I was born, 1 am still prouder
of the greater land of my adoption.
1 am proud of our magnificent President,
the greatest statesman in the world today, and of the sublime words which
fell from his lips on January 8th last, when he pledged the young manhood of
this nation to fatigue and danger and struggle and death, not for any petty
policy of aggrandizement
or annexation, but, in the cause of humanity, to free
from the Hun and from the Turk the downtrodden people of Belgium and of
Poland, of Roumania and Servia, of Arabia and Syria and Mesopotamia.
I
know there are some who, forgetful of the day when the big ship bore them
beneath the Statue of Liberty and they breathed their first breath of real
freedom, now dare to breathe sedition against our government,
and seek to
clog the wheels of progress.
But they are not hypenate-Arnericans
Or any
other kind of American.
They are traitors, and as traitors they should be
dealt wi th. This country tolerates within her borders, more sedition than.
any other country on earth; and just as long as that tolerance is shown, just
so long shall these miserable whelps continue to rely upon it. I know there
will not be-and
there ought not to be-e-any reprisals on the part of these
United States against the enemy in the way of mutilated babes, tortured and
ravished mothers and murdered fathers, but there is no law of God or man
that prevents us from placing the only seal we know they can never violate,
the seal of death itself, upon the lips of those vile traitors who, upon our own
soil, by their foul, Kaiser-inspired
mouthings against the government, pollute
the very air we breathe. I f any foreign-born citizen clare speak in my presence
one word that even savours of sedition, I repeat to him the lines of the
popular song (and I recommend them to you, for they generally have the desired effect) :

HIf you don't like your Uncle Sammy,
Then go back to your home o'er the sea,
The land from where you came, whatever be its name,
But don't be ungrateful to me.
If you don't like the Stars in Old Glory,
If you don't like the red, white and blue,
Then don't act like the cur in the story,
Don't bite the hand that's feeding you."
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VERY State in OUf country recognizes the growing tendency 111 what is
termed the divorce evil. There is no relation entered into so lightly
a.s marriage and none involves such consequences to the parties, children and the State.
The breaking up of the home in many instances is thru lack of education before marriage
in the responsibilities
of marriage.
People marry
without fitness, counsel, advice or consideration.
In a recent report of the Board of Welfar-e of Kansas City, Missouri, it
was stated that it cost the city of Kansas City nearly $66,000.00 to assist
wives and children affected in the families broken up by divorce.
The records of Jackson county, Missouri, show that twenty-eight
per
cent of all the litigation in our courts is the filing of divorce petitions. It is a
symptom of something vitally wrong in conditions before and after marriage.
It is conceded by all persons familiar with such matters that matrimony
has practically reduced itself to the trial marriage basis, for as soon as the
parties, or one of them, feels the weight of matrimonial responsibility,
they
make a mad rush for the divorce courts.
Proceedings are started by one of
the parties, and the other, not appearing in court, defaults, and the Court
under these circumstances,
and upon the proper showing by the party instituting the suit, must grant the decree. The granting of such default decrees
are scarcely more than mere forms. The plaintiff, the plaintiff's attorney, the
plaintiff's two witnesses and the Judge are present.
A few words of testimony and the case is ended. The Courts are in no way to blame; and divorce
is not the remedy for these conditions.
Preconceived ideals, the product of novels, theaters and the movies, have
ruined more marriages than the much maligned mother-in-law,
the affinity or
the saloon.
The adolescent period is one of romantic wanderlust, when the imagination of 'youth goes woolgathering,
seeing rainbows and eternally digging for
gold at their base. Nevertheless
the earth is the earth always, warm and
productive to those who prod her surface intelligently,
but cold, damp and
forbidding when scratched by dainty, misunderstanding
fingers.
When a young woman meets her "to-be-husband"
for the first time, she
recognizes in him all the requirements
of her romantic ideals, and she marries a creature who in reality never did exist. And when she finds the man
of her dreams is just a plain, every day human being, forgetful of the little
things that she requires of him, swears, smokes and tells doubtful stories
without batting an eye, the shock of it usually results in a reaction so great
that there is no mending the wound it caused.
And the man? He conceives of his wife as an airy fairy creature without
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faults or weaknesses; he awakens to find he has married a woman "who dolls
up" or is sloppy in appearance;
is fond of dancing, theaters, gossip and
"gadding around."
What is the result?
The divorce court.
And into the
divorce courts annually swarm the legions who thought they were getting
what Nature has not yet produced-a
perfect mate.
There is another kind of romantic ideal that causes trouble; not the one
which the wife carries gayly to the altar concerning her husband, but one
which she keeps locked up in her heart long after matrimony has brought its
disillusionment,
and which centers about a face that can never be seen at her
fireside.
Many women husband such an ideal throughout
their lives, perhaps it is a girlhood sweetheart;
maybe it is a man whom she never has seen;
it may be a picture, or a hero in a novel. Men, too, have such ideals; the person having them seldom tells of this intimate secret of the heart; but there
it is and there it remains, a standard by which the husband or wife is continually measured, and of course, found wanting.
There is a world of tragedy in such ideals and it shows to the world the
danger and fallacy of harboring strange faces in the domestic gallery.
There is only one key to domestic happiness, and that is conjugality.
Mothers of young girls and fathers of young men should fully instruct them
as to the more intimate side and responsibilities
of the relation they are to
enter when contemplating
marriage.
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in my office today, reading my bank book and the record of
the past few months as set down therein, and wondering
how long it
would last if something
didn't happen pretty SOOI1, when I heard feminine
voices in the outer office, and glimpsed two swell dames approaching
the
inner shrine-my
sanctum sane tor urn, as it were, and is. I-lope wigwagged
her pinions o'er me.
Visions of great fame as a divorce lawyer jig-sawed
rapidly before my
eyes and perked me up; a docket heretofore
innocent of such cases failing
utterly to impair said vision.
The ladies entered swishily.
I arose and smiled fluently.
She of the broad shoulders and expanse of wishbone cordially:
HIs this
Mr. Skinnum?"
Prosperity had me marked for his very own.
"I am he," I admitted gladly; large fat fees dangling before my famished
eyes.
"This is Mrs. Plunkless
Morgan."
She waved a white kid hand in the
general direction of the slender beauty on her off side. 1 noted the niltiness
of Mrs. Morgan ; dollars exuded from every silken fold. Intuitively
1 knew
her to be the victim.
Shades of alimony!
1 bowed, resolving that, though 1 had never seen
Mr. J\1organ-the
wretch-once
let us get it before the jury, 1 would make
him pay dearly for it-whatever
it was-and
waved the ladies to chairs.
Mrs. Morgan looked pensively at the paper weight.
I conquered
the judge.
Her eyes, in most approved startled [awn manner, moved from the paper
weight and settled on the dust 011 "Kelly's Justice Practice."
I regretted the dust.
My swivel chair squeaked as I squelched the jury.
Beauteous Mrs. Morgan:
"1-"
1 closed with a marvelous peroration.
A grey kid toe tapped nervously.
1 drove off from the crowded courtroom
111 an a limcnious
Packard.
"Vlfe-"
I deposited my just earnings in the bank.
The Wishbone
(determination
writ on every feature):
"We are getting
up a concert in the interest of the Old Soldier's Home."
Hope's feathers fell.
HIt will be given at the Linwood Ladies' Club."
Hope's wings dropped.
"And the artists who are to appear have gtven us their services free, not
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charging us one cent for their talent."
Tail feathers draggled in the dust.
"Vile are calling on all the prominent lawyers"-I
sniff mentally-"knowing they would want to help so good a cause. Some have taken three or four
tickets just to help out." She delved in her hand bag. "I know you want to
help."
A mere afterthought:
"The tickets are three dollars a seat."
1\1y old-time hopeful smile had faded into nothingness
long ere this,
I
all but glowered at the females, for such they had now become.
"Madam," I said, fishing my voice up from the depths, 1'1 am in sympathy
with your most worthy charity."
She brightened
before my very eyes and
extracted two tickets.
III am in sympathy with all worthy charity," I expanded; "but"-the
aforementioned
brightness
suffered a partial ec1ipse"but," pompously, <II believe in justice before charity!"
Impressive
pause on my part to let this sink in. Then in my best
orotund voice:
"In my present circumstances,
to pay three dollars for a
ticket"-I
wagged my pencil at the custodian of the tickets-"would
not be
justice to my creditors, my family or myself!"
Polite outwardly, though peeved and acrimonious within, I escorted my
once fond hopes to the outer door, and perfumed elegance wafted its way into
the adjoining office.
"Three dollars a seat!" I murmured pensively as I sank dejectedly into
my well-worn chair.
Then while registering
regret:
"I wish those highbrows could see the
west end of these pants!"
The alimonious Packard having decamped, I fixed a gloomy and contemplative eye on a passing Ford.
Adapted fr0111 "The Lawyer Has Hopes," by E. B.
Jewell, in The Docket, April, 1917. Adaptation by
Chet A. Keyes, '19.
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KEYES.

"In no country perhaps in the world is the law so general a study. The
it
profession itsel f is numerous and powerful;
and in most provinces
takes the lead. The greater Humber of the deputies sent to the Congress
were lawyers.
But all who read, and most do read, endeavor to obtain
some smattering of that science. This study renders men acute, inquisitive,
dexterous,
prompt in attack, ready in defense, full
of resources.t'-cEdmund Burke, 1775, in referring to the American people.

T

HE ancient distinction of law as a quasi-sacred doctrine to be seriously
and reverently studied (doubtless first accorded by reason of the inseparable connection of the two greatest codes of law ever set forththe law of Moses and the law of Christ-with
the religious beliefs of mankind) has been constantly maintained throughout
the history of the science.
Various customs of the nations of the earth are reflected in general law
as it exists today, under its common definition as written enactment or rule
of action laid down by authority.
The laws of the States and Territories
of the United States, like those
of England, are founded upon the English Common Law as it existed at the
beginning of the seventeenth
century-the
result of gradual development
along lines of right and equity rather than the deliberate enactment of any
legislative body.
A general reading of law in America had been practically impossible during early Colonial times, due to the scarcity of law books.
Even the few
volumes available were highly technical in character rather than instructive
in general principles.
Wi th the appearance
of Blackstone's
Commentaries
in 1769, however,
conditions were radically changed.
The Commentaries,
teaching for the first
time the unity, continuity
and the reason for the Common Law, at once
became especially useful and largely read in England and America.
Prior to
the Revolution there were 2,500 copies of the complete edition absorbed in
this country.
The importation and American publication of other law books naturally
ensued as the result of the popularity of the Commentaries.
An American system of legal education also was demanded, the importance of the knowledge of law being duly emphasized by the ability of lawyers
as statesmen eluring the troublesome Revolutionary
period, the years of confusion preceding the framing of the Constitution
and the final organization
of the new government.
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The Litchfield Law School was the first and by far the most influential
of the many private schools which were established at this time.
Founded
by Tapping Reeve, in 1784, at Litchfield, Conn., this school during its continuance for nearly half a century fitted over a thousand students for the
Bar.
The First Law Professorship
in America was founded at the College of
William and Mary, \Vil1iamsburg,
Va., in 1799, due to the influence of
Thomas Jefferson, and filled by George Wythe.
In 1790, the College of Philadelphia (now the University of Pennsylvania)
followed suit, with Judge James
Wilson in the Chair; and in 1793 James Kent was appointed professor of law
in Columbia College, New York.
The first Public School of Law which has remained permanently
in existence was founded by Harvard University, 'in 1817,
American law as a National System was instituted in 1789, with the organization of the Judiciary Department
under the Constitution
and the appointment of John Jay as first Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the
United States.
In this connection the annals of the legal profession would
be sadly incomplete without the name of John Marshall generally recognized
as the ablest judge that America has produced, through whose judgments as
Chief Justice, from 1801 until 1835, the national system of government
was
safely carried through its experimental
stages and its practicability
firmly
established.
Under the early apprentice plan the student of law for the first two hundred years in America read law with some practitioner,
during which time he
was performing the duties of office clerk.
This practical experience has always met with recognition; and today certain schools continue to permit time
so employed in an office to count for one year.
'The first distinct law library was founded by a group of lawyers in Philadelphia in 1802; such libraries are now both extensive and numerous.
The recognized tendency of the study of the law is toward the analytical
development of the mind; it is conducive to fair judgment based upon facts;
it eliminates prejudice and imparts a keenness of perception which is particularly desirable in those directing the branches of government.
The influential American Bar of today-an
institution
commanding universal honor and respect-is
generally regarded as the highest training school
for our Nation's statesmen.
Not only has it contributed
the greater quota of
those men of wonderful ability and foresight who have been actively identified with various departments
in the conduct of our national affairs, but
twenty-two
of our twenty-eight
presidents have come from its ranks.

lN THE UNITED STATES.
Practicing Lawyers
._ __
._._...........
.
114,704
Students _
___
.__ _.......................................
.
20,958
Students with previous collegiate degrees....
.
_.
4,215
Graduates (105 women included)....................
4,496
Instructors
1,471
Schools (77 with day courses, 31 with evening courses, 15 with both)
122
Tuition cost in law schools (average) per year.
__
._................ $77
High school training (required by schools of highest standing)
.4 years
Duration of course
_.
.._
__
3 years
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<1&beto a ~team l\oller
For one brief night your course did we direct,
For one brief night, when we did elect
The Dirty Dozen, each and everyone,
That the Tribe might have its own place in the sun.
But alas, alack, thou cruel unfaithful beast,
You left us cold, just for a Porntask feast;
And now, where once we guided your brave route,
You've rolled us flat, beaten, down and out.
-KETCl-lERSIO,
MANDt::L ANn Mxra.

3Jnterbiehling ~r.

lLeacp

We had been assigned the task of interviewing
1\11'. Leacy.
Now, this
was to be no ordinary interview.
Often, 'tis true, we had gone to that very
.worthy gentleman and propounded
unto him perplexing hypothetical
questions
concerning til?:: Law. And whenever he would deign to answer, we have gone
away happy, for our client's problem was solved.
But this interview was to
be different.
were to ask Mr. Leacy's opinion on a question that was
even more vital. In short, we were after Mr. Leacy's opinion on Married Life.
And when you stop to consider that that gentleman
had but lately taken unto
himself a bride, you will realize why we regarded
him in the light of an
authority.
So, with no small sense of ou r own importance,
we entered the little office
where Mr: Leacy sat. He appeared to be in rather contemplative
mood as he
sat back in his chair, his feet crossed on the desk-before him, his head pillowed
on a raft of quizzers that had, as yet, escaped the notice of Messrs. Keys,
Leavey, Parsons,
and the rest of the "quiazer collectors.'
Mr. Leacy was
smoking a cigar and fondling the roll book in his lap. Pleased that he seemed
to be contented, we approached
him gently.
"Mr. Leacy," said we, "what do you think of Married Life?"
. Mr. Leacy blushed just a triAe, remarked that it was a pleasant evening,
and b lew a cloud of smoke toward the ceiling.
It "vas a pleasant evening to
be sure-s-about zero outside and snowing.
Undaunted,
we tackled him again.
"Mr. Leacy, how does Married Life
strike you?"
But Mr. Leacy blushed just a trifl'e more, and remarked that he thought
the q uiz z was going to be rather stiff, and he ventured the hope that we were
prepared.
Vve were, so, tactfully changing our course, we began:
"Come on
and be a good fellow, Hill. You know a fellow doesn't get married more than
once in Missouri now, and we want to know what you think of double harness."
But Bill merely blushed again, very prettily,
we thought,
and, rrsmg.
strode manfully toward the class room. He walked along with his face set in
a line of grim determination,
just as a soldier might look who was prepared

,,,re
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to meet his death. Evidently Mr. Leacy had some inkling of what the Junior
Class had prepared [or him.
Just as our hero was about to enter the room. our affable Conrad Metz
struck up a Wedding March. Realizing that the worst of his fears were about
to materialize, Mr. Leacy drew himself up to his full height, and, head erect,
shoulders thrown back, he entered.
Immediately
the entire class, who had
patiently awaited his coming, assaulted him en masse.
The rice flew thick
and fast, but our hero weathered the storm by sheer dint of manly strength,
and at length reached the rostrum, which, due to the forethought
shown by
our Mrs. Skinner, had been appropriately
decorated for the occasion.
Mr.
Leacy blushed as he saw the posters of advice and speculation;
he smiled
sweetly to show his appreciation,
and then, quite suddenly, squinted as a
rice-bomb smote him fair upon the pate from above.
Recovering from the
blow, Mr. Leacy opened his eyes again, but, sad to relate, his eyes fell upon
a varied assortment of
Goodness!
How that man blushed!
Mr. Leacy, ever mindful of his task, tried to call the roll. But, alas, the
roll book was nowhere to be seen. (Someone said that Mr. Leacy in his confusion had stuffed it down his pocket.
\Ne don't think so, because we doubt
greatly whether the book could enter an ordinary
pocket-still,
you can
never tell what a married man will try to do.)
At this point, however, Mr.
Leacy produced a box of cigars, and a box of candy, and everything
went
along very nicely until Judge Johnson opened fire, and we will say this for
the Judge: He kept Mr. Leacy blushing for a good ten minutes.
And that just about ends our tale.
P. S.-vVe didn't get Mr. Leacy to give llS his opinion on Married Life,
but listen to this and you can judge for yourself: Mr. Leacy went home rather
early--and-he
took the-well,
the little shoes, etc., with him. Well, here's
hoping!

SAMPSON
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MANDEL.

�mong tbe 3f umors
Metz :
going to be
Gillis:
Metz :

"Did yOll hear that John Bunny, the l110V111g
with Barnum and Bailey next year ?'J
"Why, John Bunny is dead."
"Yes, you fish, so are Barnum and Bailey."

picture

actor,

1S

Messrs, Benham and Williams,
in their
first public
appearance
III
Evidence, the new play by J. Seehorn, scored a wonderful hit with their duet.
Anyhow, they sang it a heap better than most of us did the first night.
J. John Gillis has a certain family hotel open. For further information
see John.
When last seen, Bill Leavey was looking for a barber.
\Ve are given to
understand that he is still looking.
Have you read that new book by Egbert Saunders?
It is entitled "Why
Men Stay Home," and was written shortly after Eg. joined the benedict class.
For some reason or other, four Juniors are habitually late in getting in
to lectures every night. If you want to know their names, see the fellow who
runs .the pool room all the corner.
Learn how to cut lectures gracefully.
See Ketchersid.
Bruner was canned out of a class meeting not long ago. He seems to
have lost his voice on the same occasion, for Bruner has not been the same
boy since.
Wonder

if the young

thing to do with it?
}\dvertisement :

For

lady he had up to school the other night has anysale.

One

home

grown

mustache.

Guaranteed

harmless.
Wil! sacrifice.
Bob Swartz.
They say there hasn't been much candy bought since our friend Mrs.
Skinner left us. That is, out of the class funds.
Our friend Long went to the hospital not long ago and came out with his
appendix in a bottle. Still, to look at him, you wouldn't think Long missed it.
Music furnished for all occasions.
See the firm of Keyes, Mandel and
Metz.
Speaking of music, did you ever notice how sweet Bruner barks?
Ketchersid has a fatal fondness for fresh roasteel peanuts. 'That is, he had
until Honest Dave Dabbs sat on Lynn one night for eating them in class.
Vile saw Lynn immediately after, and he said that he didn't have enough to
go around, or Dave never would have bawled him out. Dave likes peanuts.
When a Freshman class first starts in, they are always in a hurry to
have the quiz end early so that they can get out. As the Junior year wanes,
however, that same class doesn't care whether they get out or not,
The
seats are fairly comfortable, and Juniors need the rest.
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716

Delaware Street
Kansas Citq

Either Phone

main 1961
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Stationerq

eorrect

J

For C3entlernen
ENGRAVED CARDSBusiness and Personal

~
-

'~~T
..."..
..9-- ENGRAVERS

STATIONERS

...........

_

7'

/<~E.ELEVE Ni~~'
(Between Grand and Walnut)

Send your Orders of Publication from the Independence
Circuit

Court

Division of the

to

UJ~r 31atknnu 1£xamturf
INDEPENDENCE,

[lal<'s:-F'or
Orders of Publication
insertion.
Four times is sufficient.

MISSOURI

and Commissioner's

Sales, fifty cents an inch an

Dj':orce-Ordinary
Divorce Publications
take a straight rate of $5, including affidavit.
T'rustee'e
~LLles-Must
run twenty times in a daily paper.
\Ve charge two cents a
line for each insertion.
Acconunodarlon-c
It you will mail your petition to us and include docket fee, we
will file for you and return receipt showing the number of the case for your office docket.
TelephoneOur telephone
Home Phone, no toll charge.

number

is 6J on the Home and number

EXAMINER PRINTING CO.
INDEPENDENCE,
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MISSOURI

6 on the Bell.

Send Ilour Legal Publications
----TO----

qhe Sentinel
The

oldest legal paper in Jackson

Kansas

County

City, and yon wil1 be assured

outside of

prompt

service

and satisfaction.

Over Half a Centurq Old

Sentinel Publishing Co.
Independence,

JJ5

mo.

ESTABLISHED

THE

Official Paper

and County

1888

of Circuit,

Courts,

and

Pm bate

of Kansas

City, Missouri.

JOHN

C. BOVARD

COMMERCIAL

PRINTER.

Law Briefs a Specialtf)
HOME PHONE 2107 MAIN

722-724 BALTIMORE AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, MO.
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THE VERNON LAW BOOK COMPANY
Wishes

to express its apprecianon

of the patronage received
students and graduates

from the

of the Kan-

sas City School of Law during their
Law School course.
In the field of practice
their further

patronage

it solicits

and a con-

tinuance of their good will, which it
will endeavor

to merit by serving

promptly and efficiently.

CALL OR WRITE

KANSAS

ANY

LAW

CITY. MISSOURI

BOOK

PUBLISHED

1.I7

•

,
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BOTH PHONES IND. 90

If I didn't

serve

food I wouldn't
COMPLIMENTS

be spending

money telling you about it.

OF

MYRON

The

Brady

Grocery
INDEPENDENCE,

•

Co.

HOME

•

•
LUNCH

CLUB

COLONIAL

MO.

CAFETERIA

1025 Main St.

GREEN CAFETERIA

1115 Walnut

Home

Phone

GREEN.

1015 Grand Ave.

MYRON

4803 Main

better

Bell Phone

DOWN

4860 Main

TOWN

SI.

STORE AND OFFICE

821 WALNUT

STP..EET

)

Scarritt Cafeteria

Whitmeyers

Dinner II :00 to 2:30

Quality

Supper

Candies

4:30 to 8:00

Kansas City

9th Street Floor Scarritt Building

FACTORY,

9th and Grand Avenue

1923 EAST FIFTEENTH

HOME PHONE E. 4118
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ST

LT. HARVEY

TAYLOR,

A. E. F.. FRANCE,

CLASS OF [919.

HENRY MOORE
PHOTOGF..APHER
Maker of Photographs that Please
Official Photographer for 1918 Pandex
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ELEVENTH

AND

McGEE STREETS

I

